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Abstract
The current research was performed to identify the issues and benefits of cloud computing
adoption for the commercial real estate sector in India by collecting perspectives from real
estate professionals. This study was carried out using the deductive research approach and the
positivism research philosophy. The primary data collection method was used to collect the
research data using the techniques of survey and interview. The primary research data was
analyzed with the support of the quantitative research method, the qualitative research
method, descriptive data analysis method and explanatory data analysis method. The research
sample of 60 real estate agents surveyed and 4 real estate agents interviewed were selected
using the convenience sampling method.
The results of the research showed that data storage and management were issues for real
estate companies that did not implement cloud computing. It was seen that cloud computing
offers cost-effectiveness, better data security and decision making for the real estate
companies. Lack of trust on third-party service providers seemed to be a problem but they
were convinced by the other benefits that cloud could provide over existing methods.
Compatibility issues and lack of awareness challenged the adoption of cloud computing in
the real estate sector. The correlation analysis and regression analysis showed that cloud
computing had a strong impact on the performance of real estate companies. Cloud
computing also improved the real estate agent‟s performance.
The research recommended improving awareness of cloud computing among real estate
companies and enhancing the priority of adoption of cloud computing for real estate
companies. In addition, real estate companies have to manage compatibility issues during the
implementation of cloud computing technologies. This research holds applicable only for real
estate sector of India.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Research background
The Indian construction industry is found to comprise of both urban development and

real estate. Real estate segment in India includes residential and commercial activities. The
sector contributes around 9% to the GDP of the country; 1 trillion investments have been
made in the sector and it employs around 44 million people. This is found to be 2nd largest
FDI recipient in the country. By the year 2025, the sector is projected to be 3rd largest in the
world (Invest India, 2019). Cloud technology in the Indian construction industry could enable
the sector to save cost, to be able to build a better relationship with customers or clients,
customization is easier, offers flexibility, collaboration and communication is improved and
enables scalability (Rathnam, 2017). Cloud computing technologies enable the construction
sector to adopt information technology and multi-organization collaboration is possible.
Management of the supply chain would be possible with the help of cloud computing
(Anumba and Wang, 2012). Thus, it is clear from the above statements that Indian
construction industry growth is clearly visible. On adopting cloud computing technology the
Indian construction sector‟s growth would be enhanced. It is clear that there are various
benefits associated with adopting cloud computing technology.
Reluctance to change or resistance to change is one of the primary barriers that
prevent cloud computing adoption in the construction sector. Other barriers include legal
issues, investment, lack of skill, industry standards and trust. Technologies such as cloud
computing and BIM require effective usage and skill level (Ashworth and Perera, 2015). A
community cloud is that which is being specifically designed for industry. Asite Solutions is
one such community cloud that is being used specifically for the construction sector
(Murugesan and Bojanova, 2016). Thus, it is clear from the above statements that cloud
computing is being designed specifically for the construction industry usage. However, there
are certain barriers or issues that prevent cloud computing adoption in the industry.

1.2.

Problem statement
The Indian construction sector is found to face numerous problems namely authorities

and government-related problems, labor problems, contractor issues, equipment and materials
issues, design related issues and finance related problems. Project managers in the Indian
9

construction industry are found to be facing these issues while managing construction
projects (Agarwal, 2014). Though there are various benefits associated with the usage of
cloud computing in the construction industry there are issues as well. Lack of awareness or
knowledge about cloud computing could be the primary barrier that prevents the industry
firms to adopt cloud computing (Menzel and Scherer, 2010). Thus, it is clear that there are
issues being faced by the Indian construction industry. These issues could be overcome with
the help of cloud computing technology. However, cloud computing implementation in the
sector is accompanied by various issues as well.

1.3.

Significance of the research
From the background section, it is highly clear that cloud computing incorporates

various benefits on being used in the Indian construction sector. It is also clear from the
problem statement section that the cloud computing industry is being faced with numerous
challenges. Cloud computing technologies could be helpful for the industry to overcome
many issues. The current report would analyze the various issues and benefits associated with
cloud computing adoption in the commercial real estate industry in India. The impact of
cloud computing on the sector would also be known through this research. Both of which
would enable the organizations in the real estate industry to adopt cloud computing with a
clear knowledge about advantages and disadvantages along with impact.

1.4.

Research rationale
Cloud computing is increasingly used for various real estate based applications. It is

to be noted that the cloud applications such as intercloud and pervasive cloud infrastructure
are in its rudimentary state. Research on the application of cloud on real estate sector is very
less and there are no empirical studies on the nature of challenges faced by real estate
organization when implementing cloud-based applications (Mladenow, Novak and Strauss,
2015). Thus, it is evident that there is a necessity to critically review the nature of challenges
faced by real estate organizations when it decides to embrace cloud-based applications. This
research will study the nature of challenges faced by real estate organizations in
implementing the cloud-based real estate application. This study will fill the gap in existing
literature concerning the application of cloud computing in the real estate sector of India.
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1.5.

Research aim, objectives and research question

Aim
The primary aim of the research is to analyze the benefits and issues of cloud
computing adoption in the commercial real estate sector in India. The research would further
analyze the impact of cloud computing adoption on the commercial real estate sector of India.
Objectives


To identify the various problems that prevail in the commercial real estate industry
due to lack of technology adoption



To analyze the benefits of cloud computing adoption in the commercial real estate
sector



To identify the challenges in the adoption of cloud computing in the commercial real
estate sector



To analyze the impact of cloud computing on the commercial real estate sector of
India

Research questions


What problems do the commercial real estate firms in India face due to failure of
technology adoption?



What benefits could be acquired by the commercial real estate companies due to
cloud computing adoption?



What is the impact of cloud computing adoption on the commercial real estate
companies?

1.6.

Outline of the dissertation

Chapter 1: Introduction
This would be the first chapter of the dissertation that explains the research
background, problem statement, aim, objectives and research questions that are to be
answered through the current research.
Chapter 2: Literature

11

The second chapter of the dissertation would be a literature review that would
inculcate knowledge about the research topic. Various themes related to the topic would be
constructed. The information gathered through the literature review would help in forming
the questions for the dissertation.
Chapter 3: Research methodology
The chapter of research methodology would provide justification for the selection of
methods. These methods would help in answering the research objectives and questions. Data
collection method, data analysis, sampling method, approach research method and various
other relevant methods used would be presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4: Data analysis and findings
The data analysis and findings would be the fourth chapter in this dissertation. Charts
would be used for presenting the findings obtained from the primary data collection method.
Mere representation of the findings would be done here, without drawing in any conclusion.
Chapter 5: Discussion
With the help of literature review, the findings would be compared with and the
findings would be discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and recommendation
This would be the final chapter of the dissertation where the overall conclusion for the
research would be presented in this chapter. Limitations and recommendations for future
research would be presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Introduction
The chapter would review literature pertaining to cloud computing adoption in the
construction and real estate sector internationally. The literature also focuses on Indian
construction and real estate sector, their adoption and possible gain from transitioning to
cloud. Technology adoption helps to improve the construction sector‟s effectiveness and
efficiency. Cloud computing technology being adopted in the construction section helps to
improve performance and they are being used in integration with other technologies that help
in improving the construction sector‟s performance on the whole (Senyo and Addae, 2015).
The themes that would aid in improving the knowledge are technology currently adopted in
the sector, benefits and issues in cloud computing adoption, issues faced by the real estate
industry due to lack of technology adoption and how can technology aid the real estate sector.
Information gathered from this section would enable the researcher to understand the current
theoretical perspective of scholars on cloud computing adoption.

2.2. Real estate technology trends: The rapid growth of technology in real
estate
For several years, technology has been the driving force for efficient ways for
speeding up daily routine work that invariably renders appealing overall performance and
frees up time for further innovations. The Internet has changed the face of the business world;
real estate also falls into this category. Multiple listing service (MLS) databases, mobile
computing, Tablets and laptops, social networking, GPS have all provided new paths for
efficient communication between real estate brokers and customers in real time. Yet, the need
for analyzing smart ways of using the technology and effectively extracting ways to reach the
target market is a non-negligible responsibility of the real estate professionals. Real estate
professionals need to keep a track of where people get the information from, how they put it
to use and old information are not significant. The agent can then get an overall estimate of
how precisely the budget can be utilized for each asset. Despite all the benefits, there has
been a lack of research in the field of real estate technology (Goodwin & Stetelman, 2013).
According to a survey by National Association of Realtors in 2018, the most important app
for real estate was MLS which stood at 64% followed by CRM at 14% and big data tools at
13

6%. Even tablets and e-readers were low at about 11% (NAR research group, 2018). Cloud
computing could be used to achieve all these features efficiently but the exact percentage of
cloud usage in the real estate sector by NAR was not documented. This led to the buildup of
curiosity within the researcher‟s mind as to what is stopping the real estate professionals from
immersing themselves into cloud driven benefits.

Figure 1: NAR 2018 technology survey (NAR research group, 2018)

2.2.1. A new era of marketing: video marketing
Cloud also enhances video marketing feature as it allows access to apps through
smartphones from anywhere in the world as explained in the later part of this paper, and
14

video marketing is a popular feature as most real estate professionals are targeting their
customers using it. About 38% are making use of it already, 32% hope to make use of it in
the future and 30% have no hopes of implementing video marketing ever (NAR research
group, 2018). Video marketing is best performed with SaaS provided apps, but there is no
specific data about whether SaaS is the medium with which this feature is primarily achieved.

Figure 2: video marketing according to NAR 2018 survey (NAR research group, 2018)
But according to NAR survey 2018, Real estate professionals showed interest towards
predictive analytics like big data analytics, data mining and data collection which is
performed best in accordance with the cloud as mentioned further down in this document.
15

Followed by this CRM was next in line. Provision of tablets, smartphones, online document
storage was also a major area of interest. Technology staff/training was also entertained.
These were some of the technologies that the respondents expected the broker to provide
(NAR research group, 2018). Cloud could easily be the answer to all these solutions as
depicted when one advance to the later stages of this paper.

Figure 3: NAR 2018 survey showing the expectations of respondents from broker provided
services (NAR research group, 2018).

2.2.2. Financial management through technology
In 2012, CFO provided a research report in collaboration with Google. This report
chose financial executives of various niche companies in the USA to respond to the questions
16

that were imposed upon them. The highest percentage of respondents was from financial
institutions, real estate and insurance. Among the 310 responses from financial executives,
majority (76%) agreed that the cloud could hurl their company towards the path of success. It
was even found that respondents that did not have plans of adopting cloud in future also
agreed to the fact that cloud services they could be influenced by their partners, ecosystem or
the suppliers. 52% of the respondents agreed that they are in process of transitioning to cloud,
while 40% said that their dependence on cloud is limited as they prefer to have on-premise
solutions abreast cloud solutions and 12% already moved to the cloud. About 64% of
respondents who have moved into cloud retorted that the company‟s costs reduced by 20%.
When asked for reasons pertaining to cloud adoption, about 36% were amazed by the cloud‟s
flexibility feature and 35% agreed for the improved productivity it provides. 81% of
respondents based cloud as the center for enhancing employee productivity. 67% agreed for
greater innovation support and 68% agreed for the corporate-strategy setting. 68% agreed that
security issues are major hurdles in cloud-based services. But the respondents also observed
that through proper diligence, strict governance and protocols, one can address these issues
(Rogers & Surka, 2012). The U.S being a hub for the most renowned cloud vendors and
fintech solutions, cloud in the real estate sector is still not rampant as expected.

2.2.3. Disruptive technologies for imbibing smart real estate ideologies
Real estate sector can ramp up the use of disruptive technologies and discard old
traditional systems. Fahim Ullah‟s literature on this area gives us insights on how the big9
technologies (drones, the internet of things (IoT), clouds, software as a service (SaaS), big
data, 3D scanning, wearable technologies, virtual and augmented realities (VR and AR), and
artificial intelligence (AI and robotics) could maximize disruptive technology growth within
construction and real estate sector. The study points out the effect of each technology on the
real estate sector. The study uses Opportunities, potential losses and exploitation levels
(OPLEL) analysis in order to understand the potential benefits of each technology on the
consumer to address their needs and reduce their regrets. In the modern era, Cloud
technology is usually favored by younger generation according to Fahim Ullah (Ullah,
Sepasgozar, & Wang, 2018). The lack of communication can promulgate problems among
customers as they could mistake it for deliberate withholding of information by real estate
agents. PropertyMe is an example of cloud-based software that allows access to brokers,
owners and consumers while updating them with information regarding renovation and
17

maintenance. Stakeholders can also be granted access to financial information. The OPLEL
analysis for cloud is represented through figure 2 below (Ullah, Sepasgozar, & Wang, 2018).

Figure 4: OPLEL analysis of cloud for real estate (Ullah, Sepasgozar, & Wang, 2018).
Cloud in real estate is used in (PaaS) as in Google, Microsoft Azure and salesforce.com. It is
used in real estate as (IaaS) as used in EC2 and flexiscale, EPQR helps predict the lifecycle of
structures according to Hashem, I.A.T cited in (Ullah, Sepasgozar, & Wang, 2018).
FlowFactAG is utilized by Austria and Switzerland connect clients to their properties. This
literature gives insights about technologies preferred by real estate professionals, their
opinions about cloud adoption and the impact of cloud on enhancing disruptive technologies.
Portfolios in real estate can be managed by German-based company called Maklermanager as
per Mladenow, K; Novak, N.M; Strauss, C and Greg, M cited in (Ullah, Sepasgozar, &
Wang, 2018).

2.2.4. Space configuration efficiency and smart permits: A boon for cloud
users
According to the 35th Real estate conference, Brad Greiwe emphasized on technology
being an integral part of real estate for achieving space configuration and increasing
efficiency by effectively utilizing space and shrinking usage. He gave an example of
companies like Open door and Ollie who have embraced technology (Tiya Jain, 2018). From
2010, research indicated that the majority of SME‟s and medium-sized enterprises have opted
for the cloud. Accountants in all organizations, especially financial institutions, planned to
move all financial data onto the cloud for client‟s convenience and reduction of overall costs.
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Accountants are major players within Real estate who could massively be benefitted by
cloud. IBM, an Indian cloud provider also predicted a global cloud growth from $47 billion
to $127 billion by 2012 (Strommen- & Razavi, 2011). Cloud could be a possible area of
security risk for a company, but at the same time, it invariably manages risks involved with
real estate business. Smart permit system can replace the complex method of obtaining
permits for construction projects. Building permits are required to authorize changes to be
made to an existing structure or any new additions to the structure or land. The different
policies and protocols of cities can leave an applicant perplexed. Moreover, it could also
impose a considerable amount of legwork of traveling between various offices for approvals
leaving customers with an easier option of performing unauthorized renovations to their
buildings. In a survey performed by a team of researchers, among 524 cities across the U.S,
only 21% offered online permitting services. Europe also lacked this facility. This could be of
much interest to the real estate sector globally (Kaley, et al., 2018). On the contrary, there has
been a significant rise in technology within real estate startups. There was a rise from 176 in
2008 to 1724 by 2017 and investments by startups soared from $2.4 billion to $33 billion.
Traditionally established and niche real estate companies can largely benefit by connecting
with these real estate tech startups for making sensible choices (Mahajan & Kejriwal, 2018).
Evaluating and assessing the above literature, the need for technology is an integral
part of any developing organization including real estate and construction business. It also
enlightens the reader with possible areas of cloud that real estate business could make use of.
The literature clearly denotes a mixed rate of cloud acceptance globally. It mainly stresses on
the fact that startups and medium enterprises are at a faster pace in adopting cloud than niche
markets and traditionally bound real estate businesses. On the contrary, it also gives insights
of opinions of real estate professionals on adopting cloud in the future.

2.3. Technology adoption in the construction sector of India
Technologies are being used in the developed construction firms in the developed
countries but, India seems to be lagging behind. Stakeholders in the industry are found to be
hesitating to adopt new technologies. Computer aided designing (CAD) and 2-D drawings are
traditional methods that are being used for numerous projects. For instance, Building
Information Modelling (BIM) is not found to be adopted by the Indian construction sector
(Kushwaha and Adhikari, 2016). 3D printing is being used in the construction industry and
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this shall also aid in the adoption of building information modeling in the Indian sector. In the
adoption of this technology, various stakeholders play a vital role. Labour dependency could
be reduced, architectural freedom would be gained. Decreases cost and time overrun.
However, the Indian construction industry fails to adopt this technology due to challenges
(Anjum et al., 2017). It could be interpreted from the above statements that traditional
methods are being used in India. One of the recent technologies such as BIM and 3D printing
that could provide benefits are not being used in the Indian construction sector due to
barriers.
Technological innovations are being adopted at a slower pace in the Indian
construction sector. Due to this not just in the construction front, even non-construction
challenges are being faced by the construction sector in India (Shirur and Torgal, 2014).
Climate change is one of the issues that influence the Indian construction industry. Energy
efficient technologies are being used in the construction industry for reducing their impact on
the environment. Production technologies are being changed for reducing environmental
impact (Jajal and Mishra, 2018). It is also seen that technological adoption is taking place at a
slower pace when compared to developed countries‟ technology adoption. On the other hand,
the literature of Jajal and Mishra (2018) reveals that technologies are being adopted for
reducing environmental impact. There are contradictory views in the adoption of technology
in the Indian construction sector.
India is currently the 7th largest country in the world and yet, the major projects
implemented by the country are not satisfactory. Robotics is another technology that is poised
to provide numerous benefits to the construction industry. However, robotics is not being
used in the construction sector in India (Prasath Kumar, Balasubramanian and Jagadish Raj,
2016). Information communication technology tools are changing the construction industry
landscape. Speedy communication tools are being adopted by the Indian construction sector
for improving the efficiency of the work done (Cherian and Aravindh Kumaran, 2016). It is
also seen that robotics is another technology that could improve the effectiveness of the
Indian construction industry yet, it is not being adopted. However, technologies pertaining to
communication are found to be used in the construction sector.
Communication is important for construction projects for managing their projects
hence, information and communication technology is important for them. Investments made
in communication technology is found to have improves their productivity that led to access
20

to data, communication enhancement, financials, quality and speed of work was found to
have improved. However, these benefits do come at a cost, there are various costs associated
with the adoption of ICT (Onyegiri, Nwachukwu and Jamike, 2011). The deficiencies in the
industry are being overcome with the help of information and communication technology.
Various ICT technologies such as GPS, BIM-based, web-based, CAD, 3D, virtual reality,
RFID are all being used for various construction tasks (Adwan and Al-Soufi, 2016). Thus, it
is clear from the above statements that ICT technologies are being used in the construction
sector for enhancing their effectiveness and efficiency. However, this is found to include
various costs that increase expenditure.
Various technical solutions are being used for managing construction activities.
Automated data collection technology is being used in construction. However, this has not
been fully introduced into the construction sector (Sardroud, 2014). Radio frequency
identification technology is found to be used for automated data collection in various
industries. This is being used for improving the life-cycle management of the construction
industry. However, the successful adoption of RFID technology is not being done in the
construction sector (Li and Becerik, 2011). Thus, it is clear that through automated data
collection and RFID technology improves the effectiveness of the construction industry. It is
not being adopted by the construction firms. It could be inferred that there might be issues in
the adoption of these technologies in the sector.
3D printing technology uses information with a numerical model for creating physical
objects. This is being used for renovation, dense urban development construction, organizing
the work at the construction site (Sobotka and Pacewicz, 2016). The construction industry
relies on personal relationships and a distributed knowledge network. Collaboration tools
such as fax, e-mail and mobile phone are found to reduce the efficiency of the business. The
situation is found to be improved due to ad hoc information management tools, decision
support systems based on knowledge and technology-based collaboration tools (Venkatraman
and Yoong, 2009). Hence, it could be known that 3D printing technology and other
technologies are being used in the construction sector for improving their efficiency. The
construction project management is being made simpler with the help of the technologies
being adopted in the industry.
Construction industries in the developing industries are found to have adapted to
cloud computing only on a limited scale. Cloud computing adoption in the information
21

technology sector is found to higher in developing countries (Senyo and Addae, 2015).
Cloud-based project management information system is being used in the Indian construction
industry. It aids in the conversion of stand-alone static application to dynamic applications
(Sarkar and Jadhav, 2016). Thus, it is clear that cloud computing is being adopted in
developing countries like India for managing their construction projects. However, the
benefits and issues associated with the usage of cloud computing is not known in this section
hence, the next section would explain the positive and negative aspects in using cloud
computing.

2.4. Issues and benefits of cloud computing adoption in the construction
sector of India
Benefits: Construction managers spend most of their time in collecting information,
communicating with project stakeholders, project data, tracking project quality and assessing
production rates. These tasks executed manually would reduce the project‟s efficiency.
Improvement in efficiency could be achieved with the help of cloud computed project
management information system (PMIs) for structuring the information flow in the Indian
construction industry. Real-time access to information, project documentation, results,
collaboration, budget status and decision making are all made easy with the help of cloud
computing and PMIS (Sarkar and Jadhav, 2016). Complexity in data processing in the
construction sector could be reduced with the help of cloud computing. Cloud environment
uses state-of-the-art technology and is a feasible approach for managing large amounts of
data that is generated in the construction projects. BIM data could be managed through cloud
computing (Li, Rezgui and Rana, 2013). On critically analyzing the above statements it could
be seen that cloud computing used in integration with project management information
systems and building information modeling
Knowledge management is important in the construction sector and the usage of cloud
computing especially mobile computing would aid the small and medium enterprises in
knowledge management. These computing technologies even aids in the formation of small
and medium enterprises in the construction sector. Lessons learned in different construction
projects could be managed with the help of mobile computing based knowledge platforms.
Knowledge management issues in SMEs could be overcome with the help of knowledge
management (Núñez et al., 2018). The construction sector requires strong data sharing and
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processing. However, this is challenging and complex for the sector. This could be overcome
with the help of cloud computing. The projects differ hence, Cloud-based BIM needs to be
scalable (Beach, Rana, Rezgui and Parashar, 2013). Context-aware cloud computing
information systems could be used for improving the competitive advantage through supply
chain process, networks, identifying opportunities and relations (Fathi et al., 2012). From the
above statements, it could be seen that cloud computing could be used for knowledge
management, developing SMEs in the sector and also for BIM data management. It is also
seen that the competitive advantage of firms could be improved with the help of cloud
computing.
Cloud computing usage in the construction sector is found to be related to various
advantages. The adoption of the cloud is found to modernize the construction industry. This
helps them to improve their competitiveness by improving efficiency. Challenges faced by
the firm in terms of risk management, attendance reporting, safety compliance are all being
managed with the help of cloud and biometrics (Mcgovern, 2014). Thus, it is clear from the
above statement that cloud computing enables it to overcome the issues and challenges in the
construction sector. Though there are benefits, there are issues or challenges in adopting
cloud computing technology in the construction sector.
Issues: Cloud computing is found to be adopted in the construction industry and it is found to
be providing numerous benefits to the sector. However, the adoption of this technology is
found to be dependent on the size of the construction firms and their stakeholders. Apart from
these, the exploitation of cloud computing is affected by the owner of the firm too
(Mandičák, Mesároš and Kozlovská, 2016). Cloud computing could be expensive for firms
hence, they opt for outsourcing. However, non-technical and technical issues were found to
be faced due to outsourcing cloud computing environment and BIM data (Beach, Rana,
Rezgui and Parashar, 2013). It could be seen from the above statements that cloud computing
adoption would be an issue in the sector due to stakeholders, owner, size and outsourcing.
Mobile cloud computing is being found to offer numerous benefits to the construction
industry for addressing their knowledge management needs. However, the adoption by small
and medium enterprises finds challenges such as budget constraints, connectivity issues, time
and usability related issues (Núñez, Ferrada, Neyem, Serpell and Sepulveda, 2018). There are
various technology-based challenges being faced by the designers in developing a cloudbased infrastructure. The cloud-based structure allows the designers to use distributed or co23

located infrastructure and there is still uncertainty as to which infrastructure would work well
with BIM-based design (Merschbrock and Munkvold, 2015). From the former statement, it is
clear that mobile cloud computing adoption in the sector is an issue. From the latter
statement, it is seen that technical challenges arise due to the adoption of cloud infrastructure
in BIM-based design.
Cloud computing based BIM model has issues pertaining to model variation and
interoperability. The collaboration model could initiate challenges such as security issues,
liability, responsibility and model ownership issues due to the usage of the system.
Inadequacy of contractual relationship, uncertainty over shared data is the major barriers in
adopting cloud BIM. Legal issues and organizational issues are the major constraints that
hinder the usage of cloud-BIM implementation in the construction sector (Johnny et al.,
2014). Thus, it is clear from the above statements that cloud computing adoption in the
construction sector would be challenging for various reasons as identified above. However,
the issues in the real estate industry have not been presented in this section. Hence, the
upcoming section would provide insight into the problems that prevail in the Indian real
estate industry owing to lack of technology adoption.

2.5. Issues and problems in Indian Real Estate industry due to lack of
technology adoption
Internet-based intermediates are used in Indian real estate to manage problems that are
associated with the unorganized nature of the industry. The major issues with the real estate
sector are the weak contract, adversity selecting resources and suppliers and the moral hazard
in the workplace. Intermediaries are used only for managing data and formal engagement
with the buyers (Srinivasan, 2017). The level of challenges in the construction sector is
changing and improving for instance factors such as managing indirect construction,
controlling, estimating cost, project management, supervision and material handling are
difficult and challenging in the Indian construction sector. This requires large capital facilities
and attention to operate efficiently (Teizer, 2015). From the literature, it is revealed that
construction real estate sector in India is operating on a challenging environment. The
management faces high end pressure in managing operations and adversities related to the
business sector. Though, intermediaries are employed it is used to for limited purpose only.
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Investment in India real estate is difficult and it‟s dynamic in nature. There are several
challenges in the operating environment that affects funds and the day to day management of
organizations in the real estate industry. In order to understand the risk and its impact better,
the market segmented the risk as market risk, property risk and portfolio risk (Gupta et al.,
2018). Construction and real estate are considered to be the least preferred industries to work
with, since the sector lack innovation and technology. This influences the youth to shift to
other industries that provide constant growth. Poor technology assistance in the field affects
retention and attracting potential employees to the organization (Shirur and Torgal, 2014).
From the above literature, it is revealed that the Indian construction sector is a challenging
environment that is filled with various risk in operation. Besides, the industry is the least
preferred in the market and youth are attracted to sectors that involve developed technology
and improved operation.
The major challenges in the construction industry are based on the varying facts
involved in operation such as delay in payment, increased competition,

fluctuation in

material prices, lack of management skills and lack of ability to develop long term business
strategy. Due to poor monitoring and technology support the level of challenges are
increasing in the industry (Raghavan and Kumar, 2015). The use of technologies in the
industry has improved operations and has enabled organizations to achieve desired results
and overcome challenges in the business sector. Technology implication in the industry has
improved the product and infrastructure of the projects and economy of the country (Rathi
and Jagtap, 2016). Critically analyzing the above literature it is revealed that construction
organizations in India are exposed to various level of challenges that requires effective
monitoring and data control. Lack of effective technical support resulted in poor industrial
operation. However, it has been identified that technology is being embraced by
organizations in the industry to improve performance and enable management to achieve the
desired result.
The construction sector in the Indian real estate market is facing a challenging
situation in regards to their operation and sustainability in the urban cities. External factors
such as government intervention, poor funding and market pressure affect the adoption of
emerging technologies in the market (Nanyam et al., 2017). Though, the real estate has
become very attractive over the years there are internal issues that affect their performance.
The real estate regulatory authority has developed act and statements on budget, distribution
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and operation (Chawla and Mohanty, 2018). Therefore, it is evident from the literature review
that external factors and government intervention have affected operation performance. This
has brought down changes and reduced the implication of new technology in the sector while
focusing on an operation based on traditional aspects and technology.
The Indian construction sector is found to be contributing to the Indian economy.
There are various challenges being faced by the Indian construction industry due to which the
quality, ability to deliver on construction projects effectively and efficiency is found to be
affected (Sawhney, Agnihotri and Paul, 2014). Time constraints, safety, workforce
considerations and the changing nature of work are found to be the challenges being faced by
the firm in the Indian construction sector. Slower adoption of technology is found to be the
reason for these challenges (Shirur and Torgal, 2014). On critically analyzing the above
statements it is clear that there are challenges being faced by the Indian construction industry
due to the slower pace of technology adoption. The overall outcome of the projects is found
to be affected due to lack of technology.
The construction industry is found to be facing complexities in meeting their project
schedule and their financial obligations. A sufficient number of skilled workforce is not
available, This could have been managed with the help of human resource management
techniques. Construction method redesigning could be possible with the help of new
technologies by customizing the work to fit the workforce (Malkani and Kambekar, 2013).
From the former statement, it is highly clear that the primary cause for most of the problems
being faced by the construction firms is due to lack of technology. The latter statement also
outlines the problems being faced by the industry to lack of human resource management
techniques adoption in the sector. These could have helped them to be relieved of issues
related to human resource.
It is revealed from the above literature real estate sector is facing a higher degree of
challenges in the external environment mainly because it lacks effective technical support and
monitoring efficiency. However, organizations are embracing technology to improve their
performance in the industry.
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2.6. Benefits of using technology in the real estate industry in India
Cloud computing provides a more robust and efficient working system and
atmosphere in the architecture, engineering and construction sector. This improves the level
of collaboration and data sharing in the business atmosphere. Cloud storage option improves
data storage solution and enables the management to maintain their workplace governance
(Beach et al., 2013). Implementation of cloud-based services in the construction provides
various levels of advantages to the organization. This reduces the expenditure of maintenance
and purchases involving the selection of software and hardware components. Provides secure
data storage and improves accessibility in remote location (Ponoum, Cooperman and
Brodrick, 2012). From the literature, it is evident that the implementation of cloud technology
in organizations provides various range of benefits to the system. Cloud provides storage and
operation ease and efficient accessibility that improves purchase and maintenance section.
Hence, the system is gaining importance in the various engineering sector in its business
operation.
Cloud computing implementation in developing countries is limited despite the
advantages of developing technological infrastructure in the construction section. Indian
organizations lack of awareness and knowledge about computing technology affects
operation (Senyo, Effah and Addae, 2016). Private sectors in India take initiative to
implement cloud computing in the business sector since this provides a secure and stable
operational platform. Simpler cloud operations are preferred by organizations since it is easy
to access and share data in the market with the business partners and subordinates
(Priyadarshinee et al., 2017). Therefore, it is evident from the above literature that cloud
computing technology has its limitation in India due to lack of market and operation
awareness and benefits of the system. Though, the system is efficient most of the private
sector equip their business operation with computing in comparison with that of the public
sector. This implementation improves operation stability and performance of the organization
to a considerable extent.
Implementation of cloud in the private market of Indian construction organization
plays an important role in identifying the unexpected system behavior and guarantees data
privacy and improved performance with better adoption rate and accountability in the
operation sector (Gaurangkumar and Minubhai, 2012). The research work of Amarnath et al.
(2011) has highlighted that using BIM framework in the construction projects to implement
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cloud technology is efficient. Since this improves project completion and life cycle
efficiently. This involves progressive management and monitoring of the construction design
and business operation. Critically analyzing the above literature it is revealed that
construction organizations in India are implementing cloud technology in their business
operation to improve the accountability and performance of the project. Organizations use
BIM framework to install cloud technology and attain management benefits in business
operation. This framework contributes to improved project life cycle and operation
efficiency.
Cloud computing system shifts the operation performance of the organization to a
greater extent in terms of economy and production. Real estate sector utilizing computing
technology attains cost benefit in their operation and enables the management to achieve a
better market result. This has improved the infrastructure and base of operation (Nanath and
Pillai, 2013). For instance, the commercial complex in Gujarat utilized BIM framework to
implement cloud computing technology to improve system coordination, team collaboration
and communication between stakeholders and the sub-coordinators managing operation
performance of the project efficiently (Sarkar and Thakkar, 2018). From the above literature,
it is evident that cloud computation in the construction sector of India has changed business
operation and improved operation status and performance of the real estate sector. This has
enhanced the level of business approach in the market enabling the management to achieve
better results and also improve project infrastructure. As mentioned earlier utilization of BIM
framework has contributed to the completion and performance of commercial construction
project in India.
Cloud computing operation integrated with the organization improves performance
and enables the organization to manage resources and improve collaboration with shared
resources. This provides a significant advantage to the organization in the operation front
improving performance and sustainability of business operation (Singh and Sachdeva, 2012).
Implementation of computing technology has improved the speed and process of application
in the real estate sector. This has ultimately reduced the time of delivery and processing time
period of IT infrastructure. The adoption of the virtual environment has improved operation
in the real estate sector (Kumar, Kumar and Sharma, 2013). Critically analyzing the above
literature it is revealed that cloud computation is mainly approached by organizations in the
construction sector in order to improve their collaboration and management of shared
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resources in the organization. Computing technology has improved on-time delivery of
project and improved operation of the virtual environment in engineering.
Integrating and utilizing cloud technology in business operation would enable the
organization to arrive at a solution for various problems in the business sector. This improves
information sharing, reducing operation expense, improves construction and infrastructure
and enhances the facility of e-government operation (Joshi, Islam and Islam, 2017). For
instance organizations in the developed market utilize cloud computing technology in their
business operation in an attempt to improve performance, manage the market relationship and
achieve desired results in the business sector (Loukis et al., 2016). Therefore, it is evident
from the above literature that cloud technology is practiced at large in the developed market
in order to improve their performance and sustain their position in the market. The main
intention of using the process is to improve infrastructure and project operation in the region
enabling the management to achieve a competitive edge in the market.
Therefore, from the literature, it is evident that the implementation of cloud
computation in the construction sector increases operation benefit and performance scale of
the organization. The literature revealed that computing improves business collaboration,
resource sharing and generates a solution of market eccentricity that affects the performance
of the organization.

2.7. Influence of cloud technology on the Indian real estate industry
Construction and architecture industry use Revit software and 3D models to improve
project design and reduce coordination issues within the team. Implementation of cloud
computing in construction project improves project performance and life cycle. This provided
information support and ensures on-time delivery is achieved in real time operation (Sarkar,
and Modi, 2015). Implementation of cloud computing technology in the construction industry
has improved performance and reduces expenditure. For instance, cloud computation has
been used in the Irish construction industry and this has improved accountancy and
management improving project completion rate in the organization (Redmond et al., 2011).
Therefore, it is evident from the literature that the implementation of cloud technology in real
estate has a significant impact on the business environment. It is evident that the cloud
improves operation and enables management to attain maximum operational benefit. Further,
it is evident that cloud computation improves financial and operational performance. One
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cloud-based software solution for financial management is through fintech. According to Jim
Berry and Surabhi Kejriwal, fintech solutions could vastly uplift real estate business financial
performance. Therefore they stress on real estate companies to move into strategically
evaluating the embracing of fintech solution and taking steps in understanding how to engage
with them (Berry & Kejriwal, 2018). One of the ways of specifically achieving operational
efficiency is through fintech. There has been a global rise in the use of fintech by Real estate
industries (2008-2017) from 176 to 1318. Clearly, U.S.A is the global leader in fintech
implementation followed by India and Germany. Investment wise U.S.A and India are at the
top position followed by China. Traditional Real Estate industries have to adopt this
technology to outpace start-ups that are moving closer towards technology and improve
operational efficiencies, establish robust tenant experiences etc (Berry & Kejriwal, 2018).
Fintech based cloud services are basically low, however considering the data gathered from
industries that have accepted cloud-based fintech, there is a high probability that there will be
more volumes of technology adoption by other organizations. The only fear was unexpected
collaborations between several vendors and relying on the third party as a whole could be a
security issue (Romero, 2019). Efficient collaboration of cloud-based fintech could further
enhance Indian real estate experience and the researcher can also examine the current
situation to derive its benefits. This Literature explains how important cloud-based fintech
solutions are and how it could assist financial stability and operational efficiency within the
Indian real estate sector.
Cloud computing plays an effective role in improving performance and technical
support to real estate growth. Cloud computing adoption improves performance and enables
management to achieve the target and reach a speculated performance in the region. It is
evident that changes in the organization are essential in order to improve the operation
(Priyadarshinee et al., 2017). Cloud computing is applied in the construction sector to
improve the operation and efficiency of the project. This is a centralized approach that
improves performance and controls energy consumption in the business sector. Cloud-based
applications improve accessibility and achieve information efficiently (Ponoum, Cooperman
and Brodrick, 2012). Critically analyzing the above literature it is revealed that changes
implementation of cloud-based technology improves operational performance and enables
management to achieve desired results in the market. This has improved performance and
operation result of the organization.
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Construction and real estate sector are challenging fields of operation. It is identified
that focusing on technical assistance and implementation in the organization improves
performance and reduces the impact of technical problems in the sector. A local automation
cloud application is employed in organizations to manage operation (Lindström et al., 2018).
Cloud BIM technology is used by organizations in the construction sector to improve
performance and enhance operation. This facilitates an integrated approach to improve
project delivery and attain efficient and dynamic information sharing to improve
performance. Adaption of cloud improves the performance of the management (Abanda et
al., 2018). According to SAP solutions, Current real estate‟s especially commercial sector has
challenging situations where corporate teams are expected to be more flexible and agile in
delivering information. Information stored in multiple locations must be accessible to CR
teams from anywhere. This situation is faced by the real estate sector in every part of the
world. The CRE teams find it difficult to consolidate real estate information and conjoin
performance management systems to the information. Reporting and efficient analysis are
hard and complication in utilizing BIM which renders Smart building and 3D visualization
technologies that improve architectural operations also requires profound expertise in the
area. SAP addresses these problems with SAP cloud solutions that interpret big data and
analytics and connects to several web-based applications. BIM and 3D visualization
techniques are handled and mapped with location metrics and information to strengthen the
workforce and building ideology. Payments can lease agreements can be recorded in real time
through SAP. The contract Management feature of SAP manages lease dates, renewals and
improves overall contract performance efficiency. SAP also provides a user-friendly
environment for easy access to portfolios for employees. In summary, the overall potential of
real estate performance can be hiked to its peak using SAS and majorly the workforce,
building activities and payments (SAP Solutions Brief, 2016).
Critically analyzing the above literature it is revealed that adaption and
implementation of cloud technology in the industry improve operational performance and
efficiency of the organization this would enable the management to achieve the market result.
It also provides a solution to Indian real estate professionals who cannot handle to the burden
of cloud technology-related knowledge, as SAP solutions provide considerable apps and
software that aid professionals in making better technical decisions for aiding their business.
Real estate accountants are also largely benefitted by cloud-based fintech apps that help
manage vast amounts of delicate financial data.
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Real estate sector in India is improving in accordance with that of the changes in
hospitality and entertainment zone. Technology enabled services are entering the real estate
section depending on the dynamic development in the sector. However, the changes are
dependent on the other section of operation (Sharma, 2018). Cloud technology plays an
effective role in improving and controlling workflow, delay and information processing. The
level of complexity in executing a construction project is simplified with the implementation
of BIM-cloud model. This reduces intervention and improves coordination (Sarkar and
Thakkar, 2018). From the above literature, it is revealed that implementation of cloud
technology in real estate plays a major role in improving operational performance and
reducing the level of project completion and delivery complexity.
Indian land value and construction projects are evolving and the value has been
increased. This attracts a large number of business developers to the industry. In order to
achieve excellence in the business sector technical conditions and social value of the sector is
required to be improved this is achieved by enhancing operation (Searle, 2013).
Implementation of cloud computing in the real estate sector of India has improved operation
and enhanced performance in the region. This has improved the security level of business
operation and competitive edge the real estate section (Marrison, 2012). According to Viktor
Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier, There is no formal definition for big data and one
way of defining it is, “Big data refers to things one can do at a large scale that cannot be done
at a smaller one, to extract new insights or create new forms of value, in ways that change
markets, organizations, the relationship between citizens and governments, and more.”
(Mayer-Schönberger & Kenneth, 2013)
Commercial companies are now depending on emerging technologies in order to
sense and communicate data by creating applications such as machine learning application
that process large amounts of data from urban, public, private transactions and instrumented
architectures. Big data is the core of commercial markets, especially because of its ability to
analyze and process data from multiple sources across different layers derived from
numerous areas of the city. If real-time data can be compared with the insights of data
analyzed from the urban areas surrounding real estate and establish a link with real estate
values, a massive amplification of precise real estate decisions can be a product, asserting
stupendous real estate risk management and better forecasts for building utilization (Donner,
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Eriksson, & Steep, 2018). This research provides insights about critical decision-making
issues solved by big data analytics through the cloud.
From the above literature, it is evident that the real estate sector in India has been
improving its operational performance in order to increase and sustain the value of the
department. It is evident that the implementation of cloud technology will enhance
performance and reduce complexity in operation. The use of cloud-based big data in other
developed countries has proved it to be a flamboyant technology which could help Indian real
estate professionals arrive at immediate and accurate decisions.
The construction industry in India is laid back with the operation and utilization of
traditional methods. Cloud computing has been introduced in the construction sector to
improve architectural design, planning and cost estimation resulting in improved
management and operational performance in the industry (Adedeji et al., 2017). The
construction sector is implementing cloud-based technology in project delivery. This
improves performance and enables the management to achieve desirable results in the
market. The technology is classified and operation as operation threat and security threat in
order to avoid negativity in operation performance (Kumar et. al., 2010). Critically analyzing
the above literature, it is revealed that changes in the management are implied to adopt cloud
computing technology since this contributes to organization benefit and improves the
operational performance of the organization to a considerable extent in the management. This
enables the organization to achieve the expected market result with performance.
From the above literature, it is evident that the implementation of cloud computation
has improved the performance and efficiency of the management. This has achieved
exceptional market results for the organization in terms of improving growth and
performance.

2.8. Strategies used for adopting cloud computing
Organizations in India are adopting different strategies to implement cloud technology
in the business sector. Private sectors in India use two factors such as risk analysis and
perceived IT security risk to utilize computing in the industry. Environment factor such as
management style and trust and organizational factor such as industrial usage are used for the
adoption of cloud technology in the organisation (Armbrust et al., 2010). Private construction
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sector that adopts innovation strategy in the business operation is more likely to adopt cloud
computing technology since this improves the performance and serves as an effective
corporate strategy. Depending on the technical capability of the organization new innovation
strategy is adopted by organizations to manage operation (Alshamaila, Papagiannidis and Li,
2013). Critically analyzing the above literature it is evident that organization in India
implement various adoption strategy to utilize cloud computing operation in the business
sector. This involves analyzing risk factors and organization requirement before implication.
Private sectors applying innovation in their business operation implement computing as a part
of technological upgrade to their project processing and execution.
Cloud BIM model is used by construction organizations to implement computing
technology in the business sector. BIM framework is used by organizations to improve
performance and reduce the level of conflict and resistance in implementing cloud computing
system in the construction sector. These facilities improved management and better cloud
computing operation (Wong et al., 2014). Though, BIM framework is used by the
organizations to implement cloud computing technology this method lacks suitability for
governance. Utilization cloud-based governance solution will be effective for overcoming
limitations that are caused by the prior framework and model. This improves collaboration
and ICT operation in the construction sector (Alreshidi, Mourshed and Rezgui, 2016). From
the above literature, it is evident that BIM framework plays an important role in supporting
organizations in the Indian market to implement cloud technology in their business operation.
This framework is utilized in order to reduce the level of resistance and improve performance
in the organization. However, the framework falls short in managing suitability for
governance. This serves as an operational limitation for the organization.
Cloud computing adoption to the organization increases operation benefit of the
system, hence, organizations use various strategies to implement the process. The utilization
of human resource and technological infrastructure strategy has improved operational
performance and the propensity of the firm creating a positive impact on adopting CC
(Loukis, Arvanitis and Kyriakou, 2017). Technology support strategy adoption is used by
organizations to implement cloud in the organizations' infrastructure and improve operational
performance and services. This strategy enables the management to directly facilitate
operation and connect with the management improves the performance of the organization
(Retana et al., 2018). Critically analyzing the above literature it is evident that organizations
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use various strategy to adopt and implement cloud computing technology in the business
sector. It is evident that organizations in construction sector use technological strategy to fuse
the cloud with the operating system in order to carry out the regular operation and
performance of the organization efficiently in the region.
Organizations implemented a structured approach in their business operation in order
to achieve desired results in the market. Cloud-based testing operation is carried out in
organizations to evaluate the functionality and performance of the system in the organization.
This projects suitability of cloud for business operation (Riungu-Kalliosaari et al., 2014).
Critically analyzing the above literature it is revealed that cloud computing technology is
gaining importance in the construction sector, apart from implementation strategy.
Organizations are taking measures to test and evaluate the performance of the technology
before implementing the operation in the construction sector.
Cloud computing is one of the emerging technologies in the construction sector that is
gaining global attention with the operation and performance in emerging trend. The
emergence of the technology has improved collaboration in construction operation and in
management of resources. However, a large portion of the construction market is focused on
BIM framework and procedures to implement the technology (Holt, Benham and Bigelow,
2015). Cloud is regarded as a cost-effective operation method in the Indian construction
sector since this reduces operation cost and improves the sharing of resources within the
management operation. The construction industry is utilizing concise management strategy to
apply innovative tools and techniques in business operation to enhance performance (Adedeji
et al., 2017). Critically analyzing the above literature, it is evident that organizations in the
construction sector are aware of the development and changes that could be brought by the
implication of cloud computing technology in the management. Therefore, the management
uses various methods especially the BIM framework to implement the technology. Further,
the Indian construction organization is using innovative strategies to implement computing
technology in management.
From the above literature, it is evident that cloud computation is an emerging and
popular technology in the construction sector. Since this provides the benefit-cost reduction
and improved operational performance, organizations in the Indian construction sector are
implementing various strategies to adopt and apply the operation in their business
performance to enhance their overall project performance and life cycle.
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2.9. Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework highlights the benefits and issues that are faced by
organizations in the real estate sector with the implication of cloud technology. It has been
identified that though there are operational benefits, lack of knowledge and poor budget
affects the implementation and performance of the technology in the sector.
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Figure 5: Conceptual Framework
Source: Adapted from the study (Author‟s Work, 2019)
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2.10. Research hypothesis
It is predicted for the literature review that the application of cloud computing has a
significant relationship with the business performance of real estate organizations.

2.11. Identified research variables
Business performance of real estate organizations is identified as the dependent
research variable whereas the application of cloud computing is identified as an independent
research variable.

2.12. Summary
It could be summarized from the above literature review that there are contradictory
views about technology adoption in the Indian construction sector. Some scholars reveal that
technology is being adopted while some argue that technology adoption is slow. On a
positive note, cloud computing technology is found to be adopted by the Indian construction
sector. Due to the adoption of cloud computing in the construction sector by integrating with
BIM and PMIS there are numerous benefits that could be enjoyed by the construction sector
such as knowledge management, data processing and management and competitive
advantage. However, there are issues associated with the adoption of cloud computing
technology in the sector such as security issues, stakeholders and outsourcing issues. Lack of
technology in the construction sector has affected monitoring and controlling aspects with the
suppliers and resources in the industry. The researcher is determined to accumulate vital
information about opinions of Indian real estate professionals on cloud usage and their
current status of technology as there has been a significant increase in cloud adoption in real
estate worldwide.

It has been revealed that cloud computing improves performance

efficiency and economic condition of the organization to a considerable extent and could
possibly be a part of the real estate sector.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1. Introduction
The research intends to analyze the benefits and issues related to cloud computing
adoption in commercial real estate firms in India. The research also aims to bring out the
impact of cloud computing technologies on the firms. The current chapter shall provide
details pertaining to the research philosophy, approach, methods, data collection method, data
analysis method, sampling and ethical issues that were considered by the researcher would
also be explained in this chapter.

3.2. Research philosophy
Positivism research philosophy uses logic, experimentation and facts for carrying out
analysis. On the other hand, phenomenology is found to provide multiple realities (PadillaDíaz, 2015). Positivism research philosophy was utilized in the current research since it aids
in presenting a single reality. Information is obtained through sensory experience would be
interpreted through logic and reason. These form the extensive source of knowledge in this
positivism philosophy. Other research philosophies such as interpretivism are not used since
positivism is found to be more suitable to scientifically study the challenges faced by real
estate organizations while implementing cloud computing. As mentioned by Carson et al.
(2005), positivism is highly suitable to study a social phenomenon in a quantitative manner. It
is also mentioned that the positivism research philosophy is suitable to study the causal
relationship between two variables through objective means of validation. By following
positivist research philosophy, the researcher can avoid guesswork in the research and
develop research constructs purely based on facts (Watson, 2003).

Scientific quantitative

methods are being used in this positivism philosophy. The relationship between the variables
could be identified with the help of scientific methods through positivism philosophy.
Interpretation is difficult and time consuming in phenomenology philosophy hence, this was
not used in the current research. Thus, it is concluded that the positivism is highly suitable for
the research in order to empirically study the taken research concepts.
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3.3. Research design
Research design can be defined as the elaboration of tools and techniques used to
gather research data and analyze the collected data in order to actualize the research goals.
This research follows a mixed approach which indicates correlational study and qualitative
study of the challenges followed by real estate organizations in implementing cloud
computing. Correlation analysis is used to study the relationship between the application of
cloud computing (independent variable) and the business performance of the real estate
organization (dependent variable). Regression analysis is also used to study the relationship
between the research variables mathematically. Qualitative analysis of responses from four
real estate agents is also used to gain an in-depth understanding of the challenges faced by
real estate organization in implementing cloud computing.

3.4. Research approach
The deductive approach is found to play an effective role in interpreting and
observing that aids in the testing of the hypothesis. Inductive approach on the other hand aids
in the generation of theory Deductive approach aims at testing the theory that was formed
with the help existing theories. On the other hand, the inductive approach was found to
present a new theory based on the information gathered (Thyer, 2010). A deductive approach
was being used in the research and this aids in the hypothesis testing. Deductive hypothesis
allows the researcher to identify the research hypothesis based on the available theoretical
background and using collected research data to check the validity of the developed research
hypothesis. It is also said that the deductive approach is highly suitable to find observations
concerning a specific event and generalize it to the broader research context. Deductive is
highly suitable for quantitative data research whereas qualitative researchers use inductive
approach (Hyde, 2000). Benefits and issues pertaining to cloud computing adoption and the
impact of cloud computing adoption on the commercial real estate industry would be known
with the help of this approach. The literature review provided details pertaining to the topic
under study that enabled the researcher to develop a hypothesis. An inductive approach was
also being used in the study for generating new theory based on the information obtained
through the interview process. Thus, it is conclusive that the deductive research approach is
highly suitable for this research owing to the fact that this research primarily uses quantitative
data research and uses hypothesis testing as the way to achieve the research goals.
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3.5. Research method
Research that involves numbers and statistics are classified as quantitative research
and the research that involves describing the characteristics of nature of the phenomenon is
called qualitative research method (Creswell, 2014). ). This research used a mixed method
approach in which both quantitative and qualitative types of research are utilized to gain a
comprehensive understanding of the selected research topic. It is to be noted that the usage of
mixed method approach is increasing owing to the fact it helps the researcher to synergize the
strengths of both qualitative and quantitative research methods (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and
Turner, 2007). Quantitative research method and qualitative research method is being used in
the current research for being able to identify the impact of cloud computing on commercial
real estate industry in India and also to identify the issues and benefits associated with
adopting cloud computing technology. The survey process was appropriate for a quantitative
research method and interview method was suitable for the qualitative research method. The
information obtained from the survey was converted into numerical form (percentages). Since
both numbers and textual information were involved in the current research both qualitative
and quantitative research methods were used in the study. The research used descriptive data
analysis along with various statistical tools such as correlation analysis to analyze to collect
quantitative data. Qualitative data analysis is used to make meaningful inferences from the
responses collected from real estate agents using the interview.

3.6. Data collection method
The survey, interview, and focus groups are being used for primary data collection
method. The questionnaire is the most commonly used instrument for performing a survey or
an interview. Secondary data collection method included gathering data or information from
the secondary sources. There is a wide range of secondary sources such as journal articles,
books and websites that are being used for secondary data collection (Loudon et al., 2012).
Primary data collection method was used for being able to collect the information from the
real estate agents who are closely associated with the topic under study. Both survey and
interview were used since mixed research method were deployed in the study. The
questionnaire was the instrument used for both survey and interview.

The survey had

structured questionnaire through which quantitative data is collected whereas interview is
used to collect qualitative information from the respondents. The survey used closed-end
questions wherein respondent have to select specific response in the form of Likert scale
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whereas interview has open-ended questions where respondents can articulate their thoughts
freely. Questions are checked for its brevity and unambiguous nature in order to elicit correct
responses from the research participants. Questionnaire for the study comprises of two blocks
for the survey. One block of questions were designed for real estate agents who did not adopt
cloud computing and the second block of questions were for real estate agents who have
already adopted cloud computing technology. The interview questions were posed to the real
estate agents who had adopted cloud computing technology.

Responses from the two

different groups of research participants are used to understand the importance of cloud
computing application in real estate sector and to understand how cloud computing can be
leveraged to improve the business performance of the organization. For survey questions 5
point Likert scale was used. Questions were undisguised and were structured. Both survey
and interview methods were used for overcoming the shortcomings of each other. Secondary
data collection method was not used in the study owing to the limitations of this method such
as out-dated information and the information might be inaccurate.

3.7. Data analysis method
The relationship between the variables is found to be interpreted with the help of
descriptive data analysis method. Exploratory data analysis is found to be delving into the
cause and effect (Wrenn, Stevens and Loudon, 2013). Descriptive and explanatory data
analysis shall be used in the study for being able to analyze the data obtained through both
survey and interview. Data pertaining to issues and benefits in cloud computing adopting and
the impact of cloud computing on the commercial real estate industry in India would be
clearly analyzed with the help of both descriptive and explanatory data analysis methods. The
relationship between the variables involved would be clearly known with the help of the
descriptive data analysis. A detailed assessment of data obtained was possible with the help
of descriptive data analysis. The cause of the problem or phenomenon would not be known
with the help of this descriptive analysis. An exploratory analysis was used for analyzing the
qualitative information and descriptive analysis was being used for analyzing the quantitative
information. Exploratory data analysis method helped in identifying the information related
to beyond hypothesis testing.
The research utilized statistical tools including correlation analysis and regression
analysis to study the nature of the relationship between the research variables and the extent
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to which both variables are related to each other. Even though correlation and regression
analysis are closely related to each other, there exist primary differences between the
applications of these two techniques. Regression analysis is primarily used to predict the
outcomes based on the analysis of the identified research constructs whereas correlation
analysis is used to determine the degree of association (Asuero, Sayago and González, 2006).
Thus, it is conclusive that the usage of correlation and regression analysis helped the
researcher to determine the dependency of one variable on another.
Responses from the real estate agents to interview questions are qualitatively analyzed
to delineate challenges faced by real estate organizations in implementing cloud computing.
It is to be noted that the qualitative analysis of data requires a critical understanding of the
concept since it requires subjective analysis of the content. It is also said that the qualitative
data analysis need to be inductive in nature in probing the responses of the participants
(Alhamdani, 2016). This research used qualitative data analysis of response from the real
estate agents who have experience in using cloud computing in operations related to
commercial real estate. The qualitative data analysis is used to enrich the findings from
quantitative analysis thereby identifying practical difficulties faced by real estate organization
in using cloud computing.

3.8. Sampling method
Gathering information from respondents who are selected based on accessibility and
availability of participants is called convenience sampling. On the other hand, purposive
sampling is found to select the participants based on their knowledge or experience related to
the research topic (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016). Convenience sampling method was used for
the study for being able to select the participants for the study. Convenience sampling is
found to be highly suitable for the research since it allows the researcher to collect data from
participants who are easily available and thereby the research can be completed within a
given time period and limited financial resources. The populations for the study were people
related to real estate hence, real estate agents in India were the sample population. It is
improbable for the entire population to be included in the survey or interview hence, the
sample size was selected from the population. Thus, sampling is used to select research
participants from the target population whose views can be generalized as the views of other
target members.
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60 real estate agents were selected for the survey process and 2 real estate agents were
selected for the interview process. This enabled the researcher to select the participants based
on their availability and accessibility. There were no restrictions on selecting the participants
in the survey. Purposive sampling was not used in the survey since, commercial real estate
who does adopt cloud computing or do not adopt cloud computing are found to be
participating in the process hence, there was no need for selecting participants based on any
criteria for the survey process. However, purposive sampling was employed for the interview
process since the real estate agents who participated in the interview process need to have
adopted cloud computing technology. Selected participants are segregated based on the
experience with cloud computing. Two different survey questionnaires were prepared. One
was administered to real estate agents who do not use cloud computing and the other one was
administered to the real estate agents with considerable experience in using cloud computing
applications. Thus, the research utilized convenience sampling to collect primary data
through survey whereas purposive sampling is used to collect data through interview.

3.9. Reliability and validity
Consistency of the results should be obtained on repeating the research several times
for proving that the research is reliable. Validity is determined based on the credibility of the
findings and the clarity in the instruments (Baumgarten, 2012). The instrument used for
collecting data from real estate agents ensured that the data collected and the results produced
would be consistent on being performed numerous times, under similar conditions.
Appropriate methods for data collection and data analysis were employed post careful
analysis of the suitability of the research methods used in the study. These ensured that the
research was valid. The instruments were clear and the information obtained was from the
real estate agents working in the commercial projects hence, the accuracy of the data obtained
was ensured that led to increasing the validity of the research.

3.10. Procedure
A survey was conducted through the internet. Participants are segregated based on the
response to the first question which is whether they have experience in using cloud
computing for real estate activities. The participants were communicated about the purpose of
the research and their consent to the research was obtained. They were also instructed about
their choice of not getting involved in the research or to stop participating in the survey at any
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time. There was no time restriction for the completion of the survey. Each respondent took as
much time as they want to complete the survey.
The interviews were conducted among four real estate members. The interview
participants were also communicated about the purpose of the interview. The interview
proceeded after obtaining their consent. Questions related to challenges faced by them while
implementing cloud computing and the benefits of implementing cloud computing were
asked. Their responses were transcribed.

3.11. Ethical considerations
Ethical considerations of the university were abided by the researcher. The research
did not include any political, social and cultural issues. The research was ensured to be free
from both serious ethical issues that could be involved in research namely plagiarism and
copyright issues. The information obtained from the respondents would be used only for
academic purpose and was not shared with any third parties. The survey and the interview
process was voluntary hence, the respondents were not forced to participate in the process.
Consent of the participants was obtained prior to starting with the survey and interview
process. The primary purpose of performing the research was clearly explained to them for
obtaining their consent. The names of the organizations, the real estate agents represented
would not be affected whatsoever through the current research. The researcher took adequate
care not to mention any of the identifiers in the research report. The collected data was saved
in a secured computer which cannot be accessed by third parties. The interview and survey
process did not have any element that causes physical or mental harm directly or indirectly.
The researcher ensured objectivity in selecting samples and reported the findings without any
manipulation.

3.12. Summary
The research methods specified in the above chapter are selected after careful
analysis. Positivism philosophy, deductive and inductive approach, quantitative and
qualitative research method, primary data collection method, survey and interview are to be
used. Questionnaire instrument was distributed to 60 survey respondents and 2 interview
respondents. Ethics was followed in the research for ensuring that issues related to ethics
were avoided.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
4.1. Introduction
The data gathered from the survey and interview via primary data collection method
shall be analysed in this chapter using quantitative method and SPSS software. The results
obtained from the analyses shall be projected in the form of charts and tables.

4.2. Analysis based on Survey

4.2.1. Implementation of cloud computing in the real estate business
The respondents were questioned about the cloud computing implementation in order
to direct them towards appropriate survey questions.

10

Yes
No

50

Chart 4.1: Cloud computation implementation in real life
From the above chart it is evident that 10 participants have not adopted cloud
computing in their business operation. While, 50 participants stated that they adopted cloud
computing in real estate business.
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Survey A: Real Estate Agents who have not moved to Cloud computing
Challenges faced by Real Estate Agents for not implementing Cloud computing

4.2.2. Lack of technology adoption increases complexity in data
management and data access
The research participants were questioned with the above statement in order to
understand the level of challenges faced by agents not implementing cloud computing in their
business.
70%
60%
60%
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30%
30%
20%
10%
10%
0%
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Agree

Strongly agree

Chart 4.2: Complexity in data management and data access
From the survey results projected in the above chart it is evident that 60% of the
participants agreed that lack of technology adoption has increased level of complexity in data
access and management. 30% of the participants strongly agreed to the statement while 10%
of the participants remained neutral.
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4.2.3. Lack of technology adoption increases Complexity in customer
relationship management
The above statement was inquired to the participants in order to understand the level
of complexity in managing customer relationship in the business operation.
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Chart 4.3: Complexity in customer relationship
The results projected in the above chart revealed that 30% of the participants agreed
that without the implementation of cloud technology managing customer relationship in
difficult in the business sector. 10% of the customers strongly agreed and 50% of the
customers remained neutral and 10% disagreed.
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4.2.4. Lack of technology adoption reduces the pace of business
development
The research participants were questioned about the lack of technology adoption in
order to identify the impact of lack of technology on development of business pace.
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Chart 4.4: Lack of technology adoption reduces pace of business development
The results from the survey have revealed that 50% of the participants agreed lack of
technology reduces the speed of business development. 30% of them strongly agreed and
20% of the participants remained neutral. Therefore, it is evident from the chart that lack of
technology adoption affects business development.
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Survey B: Real Estate Agents who already moved to Cloud computing
Cloud computing benefits

4.2.5. Cloud computing adoption is Cost efficiency
The research participants were questioned with the above statement in order to
understand cost efficiency performance of organisation with the adoption of cloud
computing.
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Chart 4.5: Cloud computing - cost efficiency
The results projected in the above chart based on the survey indicated that 52% of the
participants agreed that adoption of computing technology improved cost efficiency. 20% of
the participants strongly agreed, 4% of them disagreed to the statement while, 24% of the
participants remained neutral.
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4.2.6. Cloud computing supports easy access to project details by agents
and customers
The research participants were questioned with the above statement in order to
identify the ease of accessing project details from customer end.
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Chart 4.6: Cloud support to project access
As per the results projected in the above graph it was identified that cloud computing
support agents and customers to access project data with ease and less complexity. 52% of
the participants agreed to the statement while, 14% of them showed strong agreement. While,
28% of the participants remained neutral, 6% of them disagreed to the statement.
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4.2.7. Cloud computing improves customer relationship management
The above question was inquired in order to identify the impact of computing on
improving customers‟ relationship management.
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Chart 4.7: Cloud computing enhances customer relationship management
The results projected in the above chart revealed that 28% of the participants agreed
that computing improves customer relationship and 42% of the participants remained neutral.
However, 16% of the participants disagreed to the statement. Yet, 10% of the participants
showed strong agreement to the statement and 4% of them strongly disagreed with the
context.
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4.2.8. Cloud computing enhances marketing and communication
The research participants were questioned about the benefit of computing in
enhancing communication and marketing. In order to identify their view and understanding
over the benefits that is achieved with the implementation of computing in the organization.
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Chart 4.8: Cloud computing increases communication and marketing
The results projected in the above chart indicated that 36% of the participants agreed
that computing increases communication and marketing while, another 36% of them
remained neutral. 20% of the participants disagreed and 4% of them strongly agreed and
disagreed to the context. However, 4% of the participants have strongly agreed to the context.
This reveals that computing increases communication and marketing performance of
organizations in real estate sector.
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4.2.9. Cloud computing reduces business complexity
The above question related to computing and its impact on reducing complexity in
business was inquired to the participants in order to indentify the impact of computing in
reducing business complexity.
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Chart 4.9: Computing reduces business complexity
The result projected in the above chart indicated that 46% of the participants agreed
with the statement that computing reduces business complexity. 34% of the participants
remained neutral and 12% of the participants disagreed with the statement while, 4% of them
strongly agreed to the statement another 4% of the participants strongly disagreed with the
statement.
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4.2.10. Cloud computing enhances knowledge management and
distribution among the agents and customers
The participants were enquired with the above question in order to identify the benefit
of computing on enhancing knowledge and distribution among customers and agents.
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Chart 4.10: Computing enhances knowledge management and distribution
From the above chart it is evident that 42% of the participants agreed that cloud
computing enhances distribution and improves knowledge management in organisation. 14%
of the participants strongly agreed, 24% of the participants remained neutral and 18% of them
remained disagreed to the context. A minimum of 2% of the participants strongly disagreed
wih the statement.
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4.2.11. Cloud computing adoption offers more benefits to achieve
competitive advantage in the industry
The above question related to benefits of computing was proposed to the survey
participants in order to understand their view on cloud computing and its benefits in
achieving a competitive edge in the industry.
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Chart 4.11: Cloud offers competitive advantage to industry
From the above chart it is evident that 32% of the participants agreed that adoption of
cloud technology improves competitive edge of the organisation in the industry. 6% of the
participants strongly agree and 16% of the participants disagree with the statement while, 2%
strongly disagree. However, 44% of the remain neutral to the context.
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4.2.12. Cloud computing implementation is highly important for business
The research participants were questioned whether computing is important to business
context in order to identify the efficiency of computing in real estate sector.
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Chart 4.12: Importance of cloud computing for business
The results projected in the above chart indicated that 38% of the participants agreed
with the statement and another 38% of the participants remained neutral. Though, 14% of the
participants are strongly agreed, 10% of them disagreed with the statement.
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Cloud computing implementation challenges

4.2.13. Cloud computing adoption has network congestion or network
failures
The research participants were questioned about the network failures or congestion
challenges faced with computation.
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Chart 4.13: Cloud adoption has network failures or congestion
From the above chart it is evident that 20% of the participants agreed that adoption of
computing is challenging. 44% of the participants are neutral, 24% of them disagree and 8%
of the participants strongly agree to the statement.
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4.2.14. Cloud computing adoption’s compatibility issues with client tools
(Smartphone, laptop)
The research participants were questioned with the above statement in order to
analyse the compatibility issues faced by the organisation.
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Chart 4.14: Computing - compatibility issues with client tools
From the results projected in the above chart it is evident that 40% of the participants
remain neutral, 26% of them agreed to the statement and 20% of them disagreed with the
context while, 8% of the participants strongly agreed to the statement.
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4.2.15. Cloud computing adoption has data Security issues
The participants were questioned about the data security issues in order to analyse the
level of challenge faced by organisation in terms of security.
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Chart 4.15: Data security issues in computing
From the above chart it is evident that 24% of the participants stated computing
increases data security issues while, 26% of the participants disagreed with the statement and
8% of the participants strongly disagreed with the context. However, 36% of the participants
remained neutral to the statement.
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Impact of Cloud computing

4.2.16. Cloud computing adoption enhances real estate business
performances
The participants were questioned with the above statement in order to study the
impact on computing on real estate business performance.
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Chart 4.16: Computing enhances real estate performances
The results from the survey revealed that 36% of the participants agreed computing
advances business performance in real estate industry. 10% of the participants strongly
agreed, 30% of the them remained neutral and 22% of them disagreed with the statement
while, a minimal of 2% strongly disagreed with the statement.
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4.2.17. Cloud computing adoption enhances individual real estate agent's
performances
The above question was inquired to the research participants in order to understand
the impact on computing on an individual agent‟s performance level.
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Chart 4.17: Computing enhances individual real estate agent‟s performance
The results projected in the above chart indicated that 48% of the participants agreed
to the statement and 14% of the participants strongly agreed to the context. However, 34% of
the participants remain neutral and 4% of the disagreed with the context. Hence, it is evident
that adoption of computing enhances individual real estate agent‟s performance in the market.
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4.2.18. Cloud computing adoption improves customer decision making and
customer satisfaction
The research participants has been proposed with the above question in order to
identify the impact of computing on customers satisfaction and decision making process.
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Chart 4.18: Computing improves customers‟ decision and satisfaction level
The results from the above chart have indicated that 50% of the participants agreed
stating computing improves customer satisfaction and decision. The results indicated that 6%
of the participants strongly agree to the statement and 38% of the participants remain neutral
and 6% of them disagreed to the context.
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4.3. Analysis based on Interview
The interview was conducted on two research participants. The following are the
results of the interview performed.
Problems faced by the commercial real estate sector of India due to failure of
technology adoption
It was imperative to determine the problems faced prior to cloud computing adoption
for the organisation.
The first respondent mentioned that, “Before moving to cloud computing, there were
problems due to server downtime and huge security issues involved. It incurred considerable
costs and physical space involved in data storage. There was dependency on resources”.
The second respondent stated that, “Server maintenance was a problem. It required
constant software licensing and its related costs. There was limited data storage and the need
for constant supervision to manage the data”.
The third respondent said that, “Before embracing cloud computing, data loss and
data thefts are major concerns. Loss of data caused several emergencies that required
interventions from IT professionals to mitigate the effect of loss”.
It was seen that server issues, security problems, data storage challenges and costs
were the problems faced by the real estate companies before they adopted the cloud
computing technology.
To procure the cloud adoption rate in real estate for today, information about the
degree of enthusiasm shown by real estate professionals towards future development plans
and opinion on cloud was imperative.
The fourth respondent was the only real estate professional who had not transitioned
to cloud. When asked why, he replied, “Cloud better serves organizations that are well
established and are expanding their business, my business is currently a startup and therefore
does not require much data storage. But as the need for storage increases so does the need for
cloud adoption.”
It is seen that there is a keen interest shown by real estate professionals on cloud
adoption and requirement of data storage is directly proportional to the need for cloud.
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Therefore startups would definitely use cloud once the need for data storage crosses the
traditional method thresholds.
Traditional methods versus Cloud technology
This was an important area of research for the interviewer as knowing the most
preferred method could give light to the possibilities of future cloud adoption, current
mindset of real estate professionals and overall progress of Indian real estate in terms of
technology.
When asked to the fourth respondent, he retorted, “Traditional methods are still
followed. We make use of brochures and newspapers. These methods assist in reaching target
groups. Partial use of technology which includes CRM apps is made use of without signing
with any third party service provider yet. But the fact that there is a significant rise of
technology in real estate sector of India still stands.”
From the respondents reply it is clear that there is a need for cloud in every Indian real
estate business, whilst practicing traditional methods for reaching specific targets effectively.
Hence it is clear that the fourth respondent is attracted towards the efficacy of cloud but
chooses to transit into it based on overwhelming organizational needs it incurs in time. It is
clear that traditional methods do not serve as a barrier for cloud adoption nor does cloud
diminish traditional methods completely. There exists no competition between these methods
and their usage in tandem could have a positive effect on the whole organization.
Benefits of adopting cloud computing for commercial real estate sector
The first respondent pointed out that, “It was cost effective and has robust security in
comparison with the traditional technologies."
The second respondent explained that, “Cloud has cost effectiveness and has lowered
costs incurred by the organisation. It has enhanced mobility and provides better real time
digital customer experience. They have contributed towards improved sales velocity for the
organisation.”
The third respondent explained that, “Cloud computing improved the ability to
manage different software and their licenses. It also helps to speed up the real estate
operations along with improving fault tolerance and removing redundancies.”
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The fourth respondent indicated that, “The cloud computing will be beneficial to the
organisation which needs large amount of data storage”.
It is seen that cloud computing is very cost effective and offers better security for the
organisations.
The researcher wanted to know if any challenges were faced during implementation
of cloud computing by the real estate companies.
The first respondent specified that, “Cloud migration was easy and it was a smooth
transition from the traditional technologies.”
The second respondent stated that, “Cloud migration was easy and it involved a
simple signing up with cloud vendors. It was cost effective too with all the necessary
information available online.”
It is clear that there were no challenges faced by the real estate companies and the
cloud migration was easy.

Awareness of SaaS based Softwares affecting cloud adoption
Are real estate professionals aware of SaaS based softwares, if yes, what are their
opinions on owning them? Do they actually encourage better mobility and decision making
according to them? These answers were revealed by the fourth respondent. This was a
question posed to respondents who have not used cloud for their business. This section was
included to realize the degree of attraction these tools could possibly have on real estate
professionals..
The fourth respondent replied,” CRM apps are in use and definitely benefitial. Fintech
softwares are handy and we are aware of it but we haven‟t really thought of owning them yet.
Big data is not needed as of now due to lack of necessity of humongous storage space and
data.”
In time, real estate professionals will obtain a strong urge to move to cloud as
responsibilities of data management grows. Hence there is an increase in the awareness of
cloud based softwares as compared to previous years. Also the respondent used the words „as
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of now‟ which indicates that these technologies are not required for the present scenarios and
with varying conditions in the future, they could be of use.
It was finally concluded that there is a fair amount of awareness and also meticulous
planning in adopting these tools or softwares as per growing requirements of the
organizations. Therefore the researcher predicts that there could be a rise of awareness in non
cloud users in a few years to come. The researcher believes that RERA (Real Estate
Regulatory Agency) which is a government agency in India for real estate should involve in
uplifting and encouraging real estate professionals to push themselves further into expanding
their horizons through modern technology. It was revealed from the interviews that only one
out of four respondents had not moved into cloud, but was aware of cloud and cloud services
like SaaS. This proves that real estate professionals are motivated and working hard to cope
with technological advancements.

Challenges/factors that delay/inhibit the adoption of cloud computing for the
commercial real estate sector
The researcher was intrigued to identify the reasons for the slow pace for adoption of
cloud computing in the commercial real estate sector.
The first respondent stressed that, “There was a lack of awareness among the real
estate companies about cloud computing. The real estate organisations continue to show
preference for using traditional technologies such as MS Excel, pen drives etc.”
The second respondent identified that,”There was a lack of knowledge about cloud
computing and its potential among the real estate companies. They have shown preference for
traditional methods for day to day operations by using MS Excel, Wordpress and pendrives to
store and handle data.”
The third respondent said that, “The major challenges faced by my organisation is
identifying right vendor and service providers who can provide me cost effective cloud
computing services”
The fourth respondent expressed that, “Awareness and lack of courage to advance to
cloud was the major hurdle for real estate professionals. Trust issues of cloud, security issues
and confidence on in-house servers were the main challenges. ”
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It can be highlighted that the lacks of knowledge and awareness among the real estate
companies and preference to use traditional technologies have led to the slow adoption of
cloud computing by the real estate companies. The fourth respondent also added lack of
courage being an obstacle for cloud growth rate. It can be deduced from the previous
literature question that awareness is ameliorating among reputed organizations. Inorder for
real estate to advance towards cloud, awareness must be spread at grass root level i.e startups.
When startups are aware of cloud and it benefits, the researcher believes, irrespective of the
requirements, cost efficient feature and other additional benefits of cloud could definitely be a
boon for startups. In the Interviews Mr. Ismail who is the CEO of MIDMAC developers
stressed that Indian real estate professionals including himself always prefer cost effective
means as all real estate business involve hefty monetary transactions. This was used as a
foundation by the researcher to derive the analysis stated above.

Impact of cloud computing on the Indian commercial real estate sector
The impact of cloud computing on the business and the real estate sector was to be
identified in this research.
The first respondent pointed out that, “Cloud computing is more organised. It offers
better data security and better decision making for the organisation.”
The second respondent mentioned that, “Cloud computing provides better CRM, Big
data and data analytics. It has optimized decision making and offers access to online
application. It has given new light to business strategies for real estate companies.”
The third respondent indicates, “The impact of cloud computing on Indian real estate
is very less owing to the fact there is lack of awareness about the utility value of cloud in
improving the real estate operations. But cloud computing has changed the way in which the
real estate organisations interact with the customers and it reduced cost of maintenance
significantly”
The fourth respondent also said that, “The traditional way of performing real estate
operations is still useful. We are following traditional methods in marketing still now, but
have plans for moving into cloud in the future.”
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Hence, cloud computing has improved the decision making process for the real estate
companies according to the first and second respondents. The third emphasizes on awareness
effecting cloud‟s impact on Indian real estate business, but it still has played an important
role in transforming customer relationships.
It was vital to know whether cloud computing potential overpowers the security issues
related to adoption and current methods used today have lesser security issues compared to
cloud.
The first respondent specified that, “There was more robust security in cloud
compared to traditional technologies and it provided cost effectiveness.”
The second respondent stated that, “There is more robust security in cloud compared to
traditional technologies. It also comes with advanced anti-virus and firewalls prevent cyber
attacks.”
The third respondent made a remarkable statement that, “Dangers to data can exist
everywhere. But the added advantages of cloud could help overlook these dangers. There is
no guarantee that any existing method today can be deemed the safest.”

The fourth respondent said,” Courage for trusting cloud vendors was not comforting.
In future, there is a good chance that the company may require further improvisation and I
might consider adopting cloud. Also further generation could speed up the process as they
would be technologically sounder.”
Thus, the potential of the cloud computing has provided greater robust security in
comparison with the traditional technologies. The researcher arrives at a conclusion that, the
awareness of constant security updates in cloud and the perseverance of cloud service
providers to enhance data security can mitigate data loss accurately compared to in-house
options. It was also observed that all the respondents failed in mentioning other segments of
cloud services like private, hybrid and community cloud that could greatly enhance security
compared to the common public cloud service. It was not clear whether they were aware of
these services. Hence these may be some of the loopholes in cloud embracement. Further
research in these areas could reveal new ways to create awareness among real estate
professionals.
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4.4. Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is used in research for studying the relationship between the
dependent and independent variables associated for the research purpose. The presence of the
relationship, significance and the positivity relies on the probability value (p) and Pearson
coefficient value (r). If the obtained r value is positive and the p value is equal or less than
0.05 then there exists a strong positive relationship between the research variables. This
accepts the alternate hypothesis and rejects the null hypothesis. It r is negative this highlights
presence of negative relationship between the variables and if p value is higher than 0.05 this
reveals that the variables are not significant (Asuero, Sayago and González, 2006). Based on
the above theory the correlation results projected in the table are interpreted.
Relationship between cloud computing and business performance
Hypothesis
H10: Cloud computing has no significant relationship with business performance
H1A: Cloud computing has a significant relationship with business performance
Coefficients
Model

a

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

T

Sig.

Coefficients
B
1

Std. Error

(Constant)

.987

.505

Cloud computing

.650

.138

Beta

.562

1.954

.056

4.711

.000

implementation is highly
important for our business
a. Dependent Variable: Cloud computing adoption enhances real estate business performances

As per the results generated from the above table it is revealed that the Person
correlation value (β = .562) and the significant value (p=0.000) indicates that implementation
of cloud computing has a positive and strong relationship with the development of business
performance in the organisation. Thus, null hypothesis is rejected and alternate hypothesis is
accepted.
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4.5. Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical tool that is used in research to evaluate the
relationship between independent and dependent variables. This highlights the impact and
influence of independent variables over the dependent variable through and in depth study
and analysis using the following equation (Kanyongo, Certo and Launcelot, 2006)
Y= β0+ β1X+E
Where
Y is dependent variable
X is independent variable
β0 is the intercept constant
β1 are regression coefficient
E is error value
Model Summary
Model Summary
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the
Estimate

dimension0

1

.562

a

.316

.302

.831

a. Predictors: (Constant), Cloud computing implementation is highly important for our business

The model summary highlights the relationship between independent and dependent
variables in the context. The value R = 0.562 is large indicating the existence of a strong
relationship between the research variables.
ANOVA
b

ANOVA
Model

Sum of

df

Mean

Squares
1

F

Sig.

Square

Regression

15.335

1

15.335

Residual

33.165

48

.691

Total

48.500

49
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22.194

.000

a

a. Predictors: (Constant), Cloud computing implementation is highly important for our business
b. Dependent Variable: Cloud computing adoption enhances real estate business performances

From the ANOVA table it is evident that the significant value is 0 this highlights the
presence of strong positive relationship between dependent and independent variables. Cloud
computing represents independent variable and business performance represents dependent
varibale.
Coefficients
Model

a

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

T

Sig.

Coefficients
B
1

Std. Error

(Constant)

.987

.505

Cloud computing

.650

.138

Beta

.562

1.954

.056

4.711

.000

implementation is highly
important for our business
a. Dependent Variable: Cloud computing adoption enhances real estate business performances

Independent Variables
Cloud Computing Implementation – (CC)
Dependent Variables
Business Performance – (Bus_Perf)
X = CC
Y= (Bus_Perf)
β0 = 0.987
β1 = 0.562
E= 0.505
Bus_Perf = 0.987+0.562 (CC) + 0.505
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From the generated regression result it is evident from the co-efficient value 0.562
that cloud computing implementation in real estate sector has a strong and positive impact on
the organisation‟s business performance and growth in the industry.

4.6. Summary
The data obtained from the survey and interview were analysed and studied
effectively with the utilisation of quantitative method and SPSS software. The results from
the survey and interview reveal that implementation of cloud computing in the real estate
business has increased operation benefit of the organisation contributing to their increased
and improved business performance. Similarly, the data obtained from correlation and
regression analysis also reveals that cloud computing has a significant relationship with
business performance and projecting a strong relationship between the variables.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter shall discuss the results of the research against the related literature that
were provided in the literature review chapter to determine the consistency of the research
outcomes.

5.2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH RESULTS
Various problems faced by the commercial real estate sector due to lack of technology
adoption
The research survey pointed out that the real estate companies faced rising complexity
in data management and data access when cloud computing was not adopted. It was seen that
there was complexity in the customer relationship management when there was lack of
technology adoption. There was reduction in the pace of the business development for real
estate companies that had not adopted the cloud computing technology. In addition, the
interview results showed there were data storage issues before the adoption of cloud
computing for the real estate companies. According to Shirur and Torgal (2014), the real
estate companies are slow adopters of technology, due to the work nature and time
constraints. It is seen that data storage and complexity in CRM were problems faced by real
estate companies that did not adopt the cloud computing technology.
Lack of effective technology diffusion in real estate sector is found to cause several
limitations in logistic operations such as difficulties in handling the construction material. It
also reduces the operational efficiency in the sector (Teizer, 2015). Analysis of primary data
also showed that the lack of effective technology adoption increased the complexity involved
in managing data related to the operations. It is also found from the data analysis that the
lack of technology adoption negatively influenced the ability of real estate organisation to
effectively manage customer relationship. It is evident that the lack of technology adoption is
one of the reasons for the inability to improve the operational efficiency in the real estate
sector of India. Pace of development in the sector is also found to be declined due to the lack
of technology adoption. It is conclusive that the organisations in the real estate sector need to
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embrace technological development in order to improve the organisational growth in the real
estate sector.
Benefits of cloud computing for the commercial real estate sector
It was evident from the survey that cloud computing offered the multiple benefits
such as cost efficiency, easy access to project details by customers and agents, better
customer relationship management and enhances the marketing and communication. In
addition, it lowers business complexity and increases knowledge management and
distribution among the customers and agents. It offers more competitive advantage in the
industry. The interview outcomes indicated that cloud computing provided cost effectiveness
and better data security. Nanath and Pillai (2013) states that cost benefit and data security are
the main benefits offered by cloud computing for the real estate company. It is clear that
cloud computing offers real estate companies the benefits of lower costs and data security.
One of the major benefits that the real estate organisations can accrue from the
implementation of cloud computing is that it increases cost efficiency of operation. Both
literature review and data analysis showed that the implementation of cloud computing based
application in real estate organisation significantly reduces the cost associated with the
operation (Nanath and Pillai, 2013). Apart from reducing cost, cloud computing effectively
decentralises the data so that it can be easily accessed by various stakeholders associated with
the project. By implementing the cloud computing, organisations can overcome the
limitations of real estate sector such as lack of effective customer relationship management.
Analysis of survey responses also indicated that the implementation of cloud computing
increases the ability of the organisation to market its business and communicate with the
target audience. It also significantly reduces the complexity associated with the operations
related to the real estate business. Thus, it is concluded that the implementation of cloud
computing offers several tangible benefits to the organisations in real estate sector.
Challenges in the adoption of cloud computing in the commercial real estate sector
The survey conducted in this research highlighted that cloud computing
implementation did not hold importance for some of the real estate businesses. The cloud
computing adoption was found to cause network failures or network congestion and had
compatibility issues with client tools. In addition, it had data security issues. The interview
showed that there is lack of awareness of the benefits offered by cloud computing which
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caused slow adoption of cloud computing in the commercial real estate sector. According to
Senyo, Effah and Addae (2016), the poor awareness of cloud computing has caused the real
estate industry to slowly adopt the cloud computing. Hence, the cloud computing technology
has seen slow adoption in the real estate industry, due to its lack of awareness.
One of the challenges that the real estate organisations face while implementing the
cloud computing is the initial cost of investment. Given to the high initial investment, small
firms are reluctant to embrace cloud computing (Mandičák, Mesároš and Kozlovská, 2016).
The cloud computing is also found to security issues which negatively impact the trust of the
organisation towards the cloud computing platform (Johnny et al., 2014). Primary data
analysis also indicated that the lack of effective security mechanism and existence of security
vulnerability are some of the challenges faced by the organisations while implementing the
cloud computing. It is also found from the data analysis that the compatibility issues with the
client tools is also one of the challenges faced by the organisations while implementing cloud
computing based applications. Majority of the respondents also indicated that the occurrence
of network failure of congestion is also one of the challenges that are faced by real estate
organisations while implementing cloud computing based applications.
Impact of cloud computing on the Indian commercial real estate sector
The research indicated that cloud computing enhanced the real estate business
performance and the individual real estate agent‟s performance. It was instrumental in
improving the customer decision making and customer satisfaction. In addition, cloud
computing has improved the decision making process for the real estate companies. The
correlation analysis and the regression analysis showed that cloud computing has a significant
relationship with business performance. Priyadarshinee et al. (2017) mentioned that cloud
computing is instrumental in improving the performance of the real estate companies. It is
clear that cloud computing has positively impacted the performance of the real estate
companies.
Cloud computing also found to improve the real time dissemination of information
and improves the extent of cooperation among various team members involved in the real
estate project. It also improved the overall performance of the organisation by improving the
efficiency of information sharing and collaboration among various stakeholders (Sarkar, and
Modi, 2015). By allowing the organisation to effectively utilise customer related information,
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cloud computing applications also found to improve the ability of the organisation to
effectively influence the customer purchase behaviour. It is also found that the adoption of
cloud computing also improves the customer satisfaction. Analysis of qualitative information
also showed that the usage of cloud computing improves the extent to which the different
activities related to the real estate operations are organised and can be utilised to make better
decision. Thus, it is evident that the analysis of data and existing literature indicted that the
implementation of cloud computing improves the operational efficiency of real estate
organisations.

5.3. SUMMARY
It can be understood that cloud computing has considerably increased cost
effectiveness and data security for the real estate companies as well as improve the business
performance. However, the lack of awareness of the potential of cloud computing has led to
fewer real estate companies adopting cloud computing.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
6.1. CONCLUSION TO THE RESEARCH
The current research was carried out to determine the issues and benefits of cloud
computing in the commercial real estate sector of India. The researcher was enthusiastic in
determining the current scenarios of real estate technology through professionals and give
light to critical analysis as to what is encouraging/discouraging cloud technology.

The

positivism research philosophy and the deductive research approach were used to perform the
research. Both quantitative research method and qualitative research method were employed
in this study. The primary data collection method was used to collect the research data using
both survey and interview. The descriptive data analysis method and explanatory data
analysis method were adopted to analyze the research data and present the research outcomes.
The convenience sampling method was used to select the research sample of 10 real estate
agents who answered survey A, 50 real estate agents who answered survey B and 4 real estate
agents who were interviewed. The following are the conclusions that can be derived from the
research.
Problems faced by the commercial real estate sector of India due to failure of
technology adoption
Real estate companies have seen slow adoption of latest technologies, as there are cost
and time limitations for the real estate companies (Shirur and Torgal, 2014). From the results
of the research, it was identified that there were data storage and management and technical
issues which included licensing costs, security, space restrictions and server downtimes
leading to decreased fault tolerance and redundancy. All the above points were repeatedly
stressed upon by the interview respondents. All these atrocities are faced by the real estate
companies that did not implement the cloud computing technology. It led to complexity in
customer relationship management and slowed the business development pace. Hence it was
observed that there were many other factors apart from those studied from the referred
literature
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Benefits of cloud computing for the commercial real estate sector
Real estate companies are adopting cloud computing to reap the benefits of better data
security and lower costs for the organisation (Nanath and Pillai, 2013). Cloud computing
provides real estate companies with better competitive advantage, cost efficiency and better
customer relationship management. In addition, it reduces business complexity and data
security for the real estate companies. Cloud computing technology improves marketing and
communication and supports better knowledge management of the customers of the
organisation. Majority of respondents expressed that cloud transition was simple and only
required only a few formalities before signing up. This literature above matched the results of
the interview performed by the researcher and is still one of the most attractive attributes of
cloud. Thus, the second research objective and the second research question were
accomplished.
Challenges in the adoption of cloud computing for the commercial real estate sector
In the real estate industry, there was very poor awareness of the cloud computing
technology that has led to only few real estate companies implementing cloud computing
technology. (Senyo, Effah and Addae, 2016). It was evident that the implementation of cloud
computing technology was not a huge deal for some real estate companies. There were
compatibility issues with the tools of the client and there was low awareness of cloud
computing technology among the real estate companies. Cloud computing proved to be a
challenge for real estate companies to adopt, since it led to network failures. But overall,
signing up with service provider according to interview respondents was easily doable.
Awareness has improved based on interview respondents who have moved to cloud but
people‟s lack of courage to embrace something new is a major hurdle. Low levels of
Awareness can be mitigated through proper advertising and marketing by cloud vendors.
Hence, the third research objective of this study was reached successfully.
Impact of cloud computing on the Indian commercial real estate sector
Cloud computing technology plays a key role in influencing the performance levels of
the organisations within the real estate sector (Priyadarshinee et al. 2017). It was seen in this
research that cloud computing has improved the performance of the real estate business and
the performance of the individual real estate agent. It facilitated in decision making support
of the real estate companies and increased the customer satisfaction. The results of
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regression analysis and the correlation analysis pointed out that cloud computing had
impacted the performance of the real estate companies in a positive manner. This has enabled
in fulfilling the final research objective and the final research question.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The following are the main recommendations that have been extended to real estate
companies towards adoption of cloud computing on the basis of the results of the research
generated in this study.
Improve awareness of cloud computing among real estate companies - It was seen in the
research that there was lack of awareness of cloud computing among the real estate
companies. It is recommended that an awareness campaign be conducted for the real estate
companies to build their awareness of cloud computing and encourage its implementation in
their organisation. Cloud vendors should study the mindset of Indian real estate professionals
and build interactive user friendly apps and environment that would attract businessmen to
implement in their business. This paper could give an idea to cloud vendors to achieve this
goal. knowledge about cloud backups could enforce real estate professionals to take the first
step in adopting cloud as data redundancy is higher in cloud. This will ensure greater
awareness of cloud computing among the real estate companies and help boost its adoption in
the real estate sector.
Enhance priority of adoption of cloud computing for the real estate companies - The
results of the research showed that cloud computing did not hold significance for the real
estate companies indicating that its benefits and potential were not realised by the real estate
companies. It is advised that the management and IT specialists must apprise and urge the top
management and the board of the real estate companies to implement the cloud computing
technology at the earliest to benefit from the massive potential held by cloud computing for
the real estate companies. Hence, cloud computing technology implementation must gain
significance and priority for its implementation in the real estate companies.
Manage compatibility issues during implementation of cloud computing technologies The research indicated that compatibility issues caused real estate companies to avoid the
implementation of cloud computing technologies. It is suggested that the real estate
companies must find the right cloud vendor who will ensure that there are no compatibility
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issues between the traditional technologies used by the real estate companies and the cloud
computing technology. This will enable is smooth transition by the real estate companies
from the traditional technologies to the cloud computing technology.

6.3. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
The researcher faced limitations of time and resources and so relied on a small sample
size. The small sample size was because the researcher found that there were several tie-ups
between organisations and hence it was assumed that most of the organisations across India
would have a similar mindset. This gave elaborate results through small sample size which
was the strength of performing research in this domain. Future researches can consider
increasing the sample size to enhance the research quality further. The research conducted
interview only on 4 respondents, as it was time consuming and cost intensive. The major
drawback was intensive mobile nature of real estate professionals. Since their profession is
flooded with risks, it was a herculean task to convince them to leak insights about their
current scenarios for the purpose of this thesis. The researcher had to persuade the realtors for
interview sessions despite their busy schedules and meetings. These were the research
limitations that the researcher had come across throughout the drafting of this paper.
Future researches can perform interviews to gain more insight on the research topic in
a detailed manner. This research purely focuses on finding the barriers and current scenarios
of real estate cloud technology in India only. Further work is needed to find out how to make
real estate professionals aware of cloud and resolve their likes and dislikes over cloud
technology. Loopholes in psychology of realtors associating to cloud which include security
issues, trust issues, compatability issues have to be studied further and the resulting paper
could awaken a unique approach to create awareness despite these barriers. Further work on
comparison between levels of trust on IT staff recruited by real estate organisations and
automated cloud maintenance feature and third party services should be analysed and
documented. The resulting solution could bolster trust over cloud vendors and can help
realtors understand that risks are an inevitable part of every step in business, either ways. A
comparative analysis of cloud usage in real estate companies internationally can be studied
and suitable approaches can be taken to make real estate operations in India more efficient
than the current scenario.
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6.4 Personal Reflection
My journey throughout MBA course has been a fun way to learn and adapt to new scenarios.
Indian education system differs a lot from the system followed by DBS. It took me quite a
while to adapt to these changes but at the end it was worthwhile. My actual challenge in this
career came to life when i was first introduced to research methods. I had a hard time
selecting a theme as my theme revolved around the core aspects of technology and didn‟t
include any aspects related to business. During those times, I was under the supervision and
guidance of Dr. Brid Lane. She stressed that my themes needed to have some essence of
business ideals as I would be graduating in MBA and it was required that I meet specific
requirements to be successful in this stream.
Days passed and I figured I could use some information regarding construction as it has been
our family business from quite some time. I figured I could easily get acquainted with the
right people in this area through my family support. The biggest loophole was that I didn‟t
know where to start and what to work on in this industry. It took a lot of dedication, strength
and zeal to acquire the right area for me to work on by reading several online journals and
books in our library. I must say that I am very thankful to DBS for its extensive search
engines that provide accurate search results. The online library and the peaceful ambience of
DBS Library allowed me to get profound knowledge and grip on my work.
After extensive study, I arrived at a conclusion that there was not much research on
technology effecting construction business apart from a few finding and reports I found
online. It was at that very moment that I realised I could work in this area and document my
findings. It was a tough road ahead but I was ready to take the risk. The toughness came from
the lack of findings and existing journals regarding this topic. I was determined to make a
leap of faith and work dedicatedly and form my very first research on cloud adoption in
construction. The fact that construction sector was laid back in terms of technology Intrigued
me and nudged me towards learning the mindset of the professionals working within the
organisation. I figured that learning how the business professionals think about technology
adoption in their organisation would give me an idea as to deduce the factors affecting cloud
adoption. The challenge that I now faced was mother of all the challenges I faced before.
Expecting business professionals to understand cloud before asking questions pertaining to
cloud was the biggest barrier.
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When I had my first Skype conversation with my supervisor, I was unable to answer this and
was worried if I was going in the right direction or not. After days of studying and analysing
different ways, I had a plan. During My second Skype call with my professor, I answered the
questions by convincing him that I would have a brief explanation of cloud and related
questions attached to every survey and for interviews, I would have a 5 minute session with
the interviewee where I would explained everything related to cloud and what one needs to
understand to be able to answer my questions. Brian agreed to this and was quite happy with
the way things were turning out to be. He asked me to be specific about construction and that
is when I told him I will focus on commercial real estate‟s current situation of cloud adoption
and the factors influencing it. Brain gave a thumbs up and a go ahead. Ever since then it has
been a very difficult path as finding the right people, interacting with them, scheduling
meetings with them, convincing them to spare some time for the interview was very
cumbersome. Gathering survey responses was hard as it required constant reminding and
persuasion to complete it. I used SPSS software for data analysis. I could finally be able to
represent all the finding pictorially. My target audience was not just IT people working in
construction sectors but also directors, managers and real estate developers. I felt that it is
imperative that administrative sector in any business be aware of technological advancements
and cope with competitors. One cannot have blind faith on IT staff while being the head or
manager of any business organisation. Some basic knowledge about technology is a must for
all the players within an organisation. Therefore my target audience included these people.
Moreover all the interview respondents took help from their IT staff in case they couldn‟t
interpret certain questions before they could answer my questions. Therefore it was not very
difficult for them to share their perspectives.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1:
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
PROJECT TITLE:
ISSUES AND BENEFITS OF CLOUD ADOPTION AND ITS CURRENT
INFLUENCE ON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SECTOR OF INDIA
PROJECT SUMMARY:
This project aims to explore whether using cloud computing services for real
estate/construction industry has any impact or effect on the overall real estate experience and
development. The focus would be on the impact cloud computing benefits and issues on real
estate professionals and the current scenario of cloud adoption in Indian real estate sector and
likelihood of cloud‟s growth in Indian real estate companies.
By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant
Information Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered
satisfactorily, (3) you are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in
this research study voluntarily (without coercion).
___________________________

_______________________________

Participant‟s signature

Participant‟s Name (Printed)

Mysore Arjun Shenoy
_________________________________

_______________________________

Student Name (Printed)

Student Name signature

_________________________________
Date
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Appendix 2:
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

PROJECT TITLE:
ISSUES AND BENEFITS OF CLOUD ADOPTION AND ITS CURRENT
INFLUENCE ON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SECTOR OF INDIA

The research is based on the assumption of the popularity of cloud computing across Real
estate/construction industries. It is also assumed that the construction industry is a complex one where
there are multiple players with each having a role to play. Therefore there is also a need for close
coordination between stakeholders, increased mobility, managing client and customer relationships
and improved sales velocity. This report illuminates the opinions of real estate professionals on cloud
adoption and also discusses about how its benefits and issues have an impact on them. It also
established the current scenario of cloud adoption in Indian real estate companies and the possibility
of increase/decrease in the rate of adoption in the near future.

The primary aim and research objective of the study is:

Aim
The primary aim of the research is to analyse the benefits and issues of cloud computing
adoption in commercial real estate sector in India. The research would further analyse the
impact of cloud computing adoption on the commercial real estate sector of India.
Objectives


To identify the various problems that prevails in the commercial real estate industry
due to lack of technology adoption



To analyse the benefits of cloud computing adoption in the commercial real estate
sector



To identify the challenges in the adoption of cloud computing in the commercial real
estate sector
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To analyse the impact of cloud computing on the commercial real estate sector of
India

WHAT WILL HAPPEN

In this study, you will be asked to…
express your views on cloud adoption in your real estate company. If you have not adopted cloud, you
will have to provide the reasons for not embracing cloud . You will be provided with a set of
interview questionnaires and at the end of every question, In square brackets, Embraced cloud” and “
Not embraced” stands for professionals who have adopted cloud and for those who have not
respectively. Please choose your questions accordingly. You would be requested to provide your best
answers based on the current setup of your company.
You will also be provided a brief introduction about what this research aims to achieve and the exact
outcome that the researcher wants to arrive at after the study. You will also be given an undertaking in
writing about the precautions and data security measures that the researcher would take to ensure
confidentiality of data.
The interview shall be taken face to face or via phone and recorded for the purpose of this study. You
will also be requested to answer a survey questionnaire consisting of 15 questions having two separate
sections similar to the interview question sets.

TIME COMMITMENT
You would be expected to participate in the survey and interview at your leisure. You will be
provided with the questionnaire through email and you can take your time answering them at
your leisure. Interview will be conducted as per your convenience. It is anticipated that the
time taken to completely fill up the survey sheet in about 15 minutes if you decide to answer
the questions in one go. The interview would take no more than 10 minutes.
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PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS
You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation
required from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be
withdrawn / destroyed.
You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of you.
You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless answering
these questions would interfere with the study‟s outcome. A full de-briefing will be given
after the study). If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you
should ask the researcher before the study begins.
CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY
The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you except your name and
designation or the area of work. But even that information can be withheld by you if you
decide to do so. All of the data and information that you provide for the study through the
survey would be kept completely confidential and would not be used for any other purpose
but this research work. The outcome of the study will be presented to the sponsoring
institution and the study is primarily aimed to be for academic purposes only. However, if the
institute or the researcher decides to present or publish the outcome of the study with your
personal information, permission will be sought from you before doing so.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
I Mysore Arjun Shenoy or / and Mr. Brian Raymond will be glad to answer your questions about this
study at any time. You may contact my supervisor at Email: brian.raymond@dbs.ie phone: 01
4177500 .
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Appendix 3:
Survey Questionnaire
1. Have you implemented cloud computing for your real estate business?
 Yes
 No
(If yes go to Survey B, Else go to Survey A)
Survey A: Questionnaire to the Real Estate Agents who did not adopt Cloud computing
Challenges faced by Real Estate Agents for not implementing Cloud computing
1. Lack of technology adoption increases complexity in data management and data access
 Strongly disagree
 Disagree
 Neutral
 Agree
 Strongly agree
2. Lack of technology adoption increases Complexity in customer relationship management
 Strongly disagree
 Disagree
 Neutral
 Agree
 Strongly agree
3. Lack of technology adoption reduces the pace of business development
 Strongly disagree
 Disagree
 Neutral
 Agree
 Strongly agree
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Survey B: Questionnaire to the Real Estate Agents who already moved to Cloud
computing
Select any one appropriate option for the below questions
1 - Strongly disagree, 2 - Disagree, 3 - Neutral, 4 - Agree, 5 - Strongly agree
Cloud computing benefits

1

1

Cloud computing adoption is Cost efficiency

2

Cloud computing supports easy access to project details by
agents and customers

3

Cloud

computing

improves

customer

relationship

management
4

Cloud computing enhances marketing & communication

5

Cloud computing reduces business complexity

6

Cloud computing enhances knowledge management &
distribution among the agents and customers

7

Cloud computing adoption offers more benefits to achieve
competitive advantage in the industry

8

Cloud computing implementation is highly important for
our business
Cloud computing implementation challenges

9

Cloud computing adoption has network congestion or
network failures

10

Cloud computing adoption has Compatibility issues with
client tools (Smartphone, laptop)

11

Cloud computing adoption has data Security issues
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2

3

4

5

Impact of Cloud computing
12

Cloud computing adoption enhances real estate business
performances

13

Cloud computing adoption enhances individual real estate
agent's performances

14

Cloud computing adoption improves customer decision
making and customer satisfaction
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Appendix 4:

Interview Questions to the Real Estate professionals
[Each question has two parts, one part for professionals who have embraced cloud and the
other for professionals who have not. At the end of every question, within brackets the
words “Embraced cloud” signifies people who have adopted cloud, “Not embraced”
indicate people who haven’t moved to cloud and “Common” signifies that the question
implies for both. The interviewee is requested to choose the set of questions based on
wheather he/she has considered cloud for their business or not before an interview
session with the interviewer.]

1.a Why is cloud computing important for your real estate business? [Embraced cloud]

___________________________________________________________________________

1.b Would you see cloud computing as a technology that fits into real estate sector in the
near future? Please state your reasons. [Not embraced]

___________________________________________________________________________

2.a What were the problem faced by your organisation before adoption of cloud computing?
[Embraced Cloud]

___________________________________________________________________________
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2.b Do you prefer traditional methods over cloud? Do you think cloud can help real estate
organization achieve better results in terms of performance and operational efficiency? [Not
Embraced]

3.a Why do you think cloud adoption growth in Indian real estate growing at a slow
pace?[Embraced cloud]

___________________________________________________________________________
3.b Are you aware of cloud based service benefits like SaaS based fintech softwares that can
help facilitate better financial management, big data analytics that can help make better
business decisions? All of this in real time and can be accessed from anywhere around the
world. Please state the current scenario of real estates and your opinion on embracing these
technologies for better mobility.[ Not embraced]

___________________________________________________________________________
4.a Did you face any challenges during cloud implementation? If yes, please mention the
challenges occurred during the cloud implementation? [Embraced cloud]

4.b what factors diminish personal interests of real estate agents in not moving to cloud? Is it
age, lack of knowledge with respect to technology, security issues or government policies?
[Not embraced]
5. What is the impact of cloud computing on your business and your overall industry?
[Embraced cloud]

___________________________________________________________________________
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6. Can the cloud‟s potential overpower some security issues related to its adoption? Do the
current methods used today have lesser security issues when compared to cloud? [Common]
___________________________________________________________________________
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